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a b s t r a c t

New ab initio and revisited experimental studies of the interatomic potentials of ungerade
excited and ground electronic energy states of the heavy van der Waals (vdW) dimer
Hg2 were used as a ‘‘test-bed’’ for theory-to-experiment comparisons. Representations of
the lowest excited- and ground-state Hg2 interatomic potentials were proposed, by using
a new analytical approach as well as by using an inverted perturbation approach (IPA).
The comparison of the new ab-initio calculated potentials with the results of the analyses
illustrates an improved theory-to-experiment agreement for demanding heavy systems
such as Hg2.
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1. Introduction—existing ab initio calculations and early experimental studies

The mercury van der Waals (vdW) dimer has been a subject of numerous experimental and theoretical ab initio studies
[1,2]. Due to its very shallow predominantly vdW ground state and several low-lying strongly bound excited states,
there is a large interest in Hg2 due to the possibility of laser applications (in analogy with the homo- and hetero-atomic
noble gas excimers and exciplexes) [3,4]. Moreover, in different branches of atomic and molecular physics there is a
rapidly growing interest in forces acting between cold and ultra-cold atoms (Hg among them) that interact in a variety of
traps [5–7]. Experiments of current interest that involve Hg2 includematter-wave interferometry, photo-association of cold
molecules [8], optical lattice clocks [9–11], quantumdegeneracy, quantumentanglement created viadissociation of diatomic
molecules [12–16], and internal vibrational cooling of molecules [16]. Recently, the interest in higher-excited molecular
electronic states (so far mostly alkali molecules) has been revived in the context of two- and three-step photoassociation
processes in magneto-optical traps (MOT) [17,18]. Knowledge of the complex shape of the interatomic potentials facilitates
an optimum design of the photo-association schemes; for Hg2 (as discussed by Villwock et al. [7]), the cooling process is
made highly efficient and leads to the generation of ultra-cold Hg2 from Hg in a MOT.

Mercury is a paradigm for showing the importance of relativistic effects in quantum chemistry. Recently, Calvo et al. [19]
performedmelting simulations of bulkmercurywithin a ‘‘diatomics-in-molecules’’ (DIM)model for the interaction between
mercury atoms. The calculations showed that the unusually lowmelting temperature ofmercury is due to relativistic effects.
Schwerdtfeger and co-workers [19,20] showed that for mercury atoms, it is extremely important to include the influence of
relativistic effects on the properties of molecules, clusters and the bulk.

On the other hand, the spectra analysis of the heavy dimer Hg2 is interesting and challenging from the theoretical point
of view due to the different characterization of the ground- and excited electronic energy states. This requires different
methodological demands for an accurate theoretical description of experimental spectra due to transitions between the
ground and excited states.

Ab initio calculations for the ground- [21–36] and excited-state [21–25,35] interatomic potentials of Hg2 have been
carried out and reported by several groups.

Considering the excited states, the most recent and most accurate calculations of Czuchaj et al. [24] were performed
for the Hg(6s2 1S) + Hg(6p 3P, 6p 1P, 7s 3S, 7s 1S, 7p 3P, 7p 1P) atomic asymptotes using a self-consistent field (SCF)
multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) and a two-valence-electron energy-adjusted pseudopotential representing
the Hg core. The spin-orbit (S–O) couplingwas only approximated. There have been no further such studies except for a very
recently published time-dependent density functional (TDDFT) study of Kullie [35]; in that work the ground and all excited
states correlating up to the Hg(6s2 1S)+Hg(7p 3P, 7p 1P) asymptotes were obtained from all-electron calculations based on
the relativistic Dirac–Coulomb and relativistic spin-free Hamiltonians.

In case of the Hg2 ground state, it was ab-initio investigated by Dolg and Flad, by Yu and Dolg [26,29], and most re-
cently by Pahl et al. [36]. Dolg and Flad used a large-scale relativistic pseudopotential calculations within a wave-function
theory (WFT) [26] and variational and pure diffusion quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculation with a 2-valence-electron
pseudopotential and a core-polarization potential [27]. Yu and Dolg [29] employed large-scale relativistic calculations with
significantly large basis sets for modeling the Hg atom as a 2- and 20-valence-electron system including S–O effects. On the
other hand, Pahl et al. [36] reported ‘‘a highly accurate potential energy curve’’ (PEC) for the Hg2 ground state. They achieved
this by using coupled-cluster singles doubles and non-iterative triples correction CCSD(T) calculations at the complete basis
set (CBS) limit, including corrections for the full triples ∆T and explicit S–O interactions at the CCSD(T) level of the theory.
In the long-range part, the PEC was complemented by symmetry-adapted perturbation theory calculations.

A short up-to-date summary of various ab initio and other methods employed in calculation of interatomic potentials
and spectroscopic constants of Hg2 is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
Overview of ab initio and other methods applied in calculation of interatomic potentials and spectroscopic constants of Hg2 molecule.

Type of calculation employed Calculated electronic-energy-state potentials Ref.

Multi-configuration self-consistent field (MCSCF); spin–orbit (S–O) coupling and
rotational interaction

excited (6p 3PJ , 6p 1P1) and X1Σ+g [21]

Large-scale configuration-interaction (CI) procedures (valence)+ab initio
relativistic effective potentials (core); S–O coupling

excited (6p 3PJ , 6p 1P1) and X1Σ+g [22]

Complete active space multi-configuration self-consistent (CAS-MCSCF), and
first-, second-order CI and relativistic CI; S–O coupling

excited (6p 3PJ , 6p 1P1 , 7s 3S1 , 7s 1S0) and X1Σ+g [23]

Self-consistent field / multireference configuration interaction (SCF/MRCI) and
quasirelativistic λ-dependent pseudopotentials; S–O coupling approximately

excited (6p 3PJ , 6p 1P1 , 7s 3S1 , 7s 1S0 , 7p 3PJ , 7p 1P1) and
X1Σ+g

[24]

Numerical all-electron four-component multi-configuration
Dirac–Hartree–Fock (MCDHF) calculations, including the two-electron Breit
interaction; S–O coupling

excited (6p 3PJ , 6p 1P1) and X1Σ+g [25]

Time-dependent density functional (TDDFT) study; all-electron calculations
performed with the relativistic Dirac–Coulomb and relativistic spin-free
Hamiltonian

excited (6p 3PJ , 6p 1P1 , 7s 3S1 , 7s 1S0 , 7p 3PJ , 7p 1P1) and
X1Σ+g

[35]

Large-scale relativistic pseudopotential calculations; wave-function theory
(WFT); electron 5s5p correlation effects in the ΛΣ coupling scheme accounted
for using various methods; S–O contributions derived from calculations in the
intermediate coupling scheme

X1Σ+g [26]

Variational and pure diffusion quantum Monte Carlo calculations (QMC);
2-valence-electron pseudopotential together with a core-polarization potential;
S–O coupling included in a local form

X1Σ+g [27]

Pure diffusion QMC with relativistic energy-consistent large-core
pseudopotentials and core-polarization potentials

X1Σ+g [28]

Large-scale relativistic energy-consistent small-core pseudopotentials, large
valence basis sets and coupled cluster singles and doubles correlation treatment
CCSD(T); S–O coupling; covalent contribution to bonding

X1Σ+g [29]

CCSD(T) and relativistic effective core potentials with second-order
Møller–Plesset (MP2) perturbation corrections

X1Σ+g [30]

Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) relativistic all-electron
super molecular potential with damped intramonomer correlated dispersion
energy series

X1Σ+g [31]

All-electron Dirac–Fock–Slater SCF method with relativistic numerical atomic
basis functions; first four-component DFT study; importance of the exchange
and correlation energy in the van der Waals (vdW) ground-state interaction

X1Σ+g [32]

Third and fourth order MP (MP3 and MP4), quadratic configuration interaction
calculation with double or triples excitation contribution [QCISD or QCISD(T)]
calculations using a 20-valence-electron pseudopotential; the importance of
basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrections emphasized; first highly
correlated wavefunction-based study

X1Σ+g [33]

Scalar relativistic (SR) coupled cluster with scaled correlation consistent
uncorrelated basis set (s-cc-USB); S–O coupling

X1Σ+g [34]

CCSD(T) calculations at the complete basis set (CBS) limit, including corrections
for the full triples ∆T and explicit S–O interactions at the CCSD(T) level of theory

X1Σ+g [36]

In this review the attention is focused on spectroscopical properties of the E(3Πu)1u, F(3Πu)0+u , D(3Σu)1u and G(1Σu)0+u
ungerade low-lying excited electronic states of Hg2 [electronic energy state include (Hund’s case-b) Hund’s case-c notation].
They correlate with the Hg(6s2 1S)+Hg(6p 3P1, 6p 3P2, 6p 1P1) atomic asymptotes. The D31u(63P1), E31u(63P2), F30+u (63P1)

and G10+u (61P1) excited states can be directly laser-excited from the X(1Σg)0+g gerade ground state, for which the PEC and
spectroscopical properties are analyzed here as well. Because Hg2 has a very weakly bound ground state, the experimental
method that efficiently produces it for laser spectroscopy is a supersonic expansion beam [2]. The combined methods, laser
spectroscopy and supersonic expansion, served as an experimental approach for the previously reported studies of Hg2
ungerade excited electronic energy states and prior to 1994, the laser spectroscopy of Hg2 in supersonic beams was the
subject of three scientific reports [37–39].

The excitation spectrum recorded using the D31u ← X10+g transition, with long υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0 progression centered at
266 nm (i.e., 37582 cm−1, see Fig. 1), was investigated by Zehnacker et al. [37]. TheDe well depths,ωe vibrational frequencies
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Fig. 1. Interatomic potentials of Hg2 showing the D31u (63P1), F30+u (63P1), E31u (63P2), G10+u (61P1) and H11u (61P1) lowest ungerade excited states
as well as the X10+g (61S0) ground state. Arrows and energies (in cm−1) are shown corresponding to the centers of the D31u ← X10+g , F

30+u ← X10+g ,
E31u ← X10+g and G10+u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectra. Also shown are the 202.5–237 nm (49367–42181 cm−1) and 266–385 nm (37583–25966 cm−1)
ranges of wavelengths corresponding to the G10+u , υ

′
= 39 → X10+g and D31u , υ ′ = 57 → X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence bands, respectively. The

LIF excitation spectra and fluorescence bands were recorded previously [40–43] and analyzed in this study. The H11u − X10+g transition centered at 199.4
nm (50134 cm−1) that was recorded by Niefer et al. [85,86] was not analyzed here. Two steps of spectroscopically selective stimulated Raman transition
(SSSRT) are shown (see Section 6.3 in text). The ab-initio calculated transition dipole moments (TDM) squared are presented in upper part of the figure.
Three separate vertical scales are used to distinguish between magnitudes of the TDM2 . The position of the R′′e is indicated with a dashed vertical line.

and ωexe anharmonicities were determined for the D31u and X10+g (61S0) states assuming Morse representations for both
ground and excited states,

UMorse(R) = De[1− e−β(R−Re)]2. (1)

[In formula (1) Re is an equilibrium bond length, β =


8π2cµωexe
h controls the ‘‘width’’ of the potential well, µ is the

reduced mass and ωexe is the anharmonicity].
The partially resolved single-isotopic m1 + m2 = 402 rotational component in the D31u ← X10+g transition as well as

in the ‘‘254 nm’’ excitation F30+u ← X10+g transition (i.e., 39358 cm−1, see Fig. 1), were recorded and analyzed by van Zee
et al. [38]. The former resulted in a direct determination of the R′′e ground-state equilibrium bond length (3.63 ± 0.04 Å),
as well as the D31u- and X10+g - rotational state characteristics. The latter resulted in a conclusion that the 254 nm band
actually consists of a series of vibrational sequence bands. To simplify interpretation of the experimental findings, each of
the molecular electronic states (D31u, F30+u and X10+g ) that were studied were represented by a Morse function.

The G10+u ← X0+g absorption transition was recorded and analyzed by Schlauf et al. [39]. The pronounced υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0
progression was centered at 203 nm (i.e., 49246 cm−1, see Fig. 1). A linear Birge–Sponer (B–S) plot analysis of the υ ′ ← υ ′′

= 0 progression and, therefore, a Morse representation for the G10+u -state potential, resulted in a determination of the
G10+u -state characteristics, assuming of the X10+g -state spectroscopical constants of van Zee et al. [38].
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2. Previous experimental results of Hg2 laser spectroscopy in supersonic beams

Since 1994, one of the authors (JK) has conducted a series of mercury dimer experiments [40–43]. Although usingmainly
Morse representations, the results provided the vibrational (and partly rotational) characterization of the X10+g ground state
and of all the low-lying ungerade (i.e., E31u, D31u, F30+u and G0+u ) electronic energy states.

In this review, results of those previous experimental investigations are re-visited and re-examined based on our
newly performed ab initio calculations of ungerade electronic-energy-state potentials. Procedures, such as the inverted
perturbation approach (IPA) [44], were used. Also, the simulations employed programs such as LEVEL [45], BCONT [46]
and PGOPHER [47], that were omitted in most of the previous studies due to their unavailability.

There are four ungerade electronic energy states of Hg2 that are directly laser-excited from the ground state and that
are considered as inputs for the present study. A brief overview of the previous experimental results for these four states is
presented below. Existing data related to the X10+g ground state are summarized as well.

2.1. E(3Πu)1u state correlating with the 6p 3P2 asymptote

The center of the excitation spectrum recorded for the E31u ← X10+g profile (i.e., 42465 cm−1) is red-shifted by
approximately 1578 cm−1 from the 227 nm atomic line (see Fig. 1). Even though the 63P2–61S0 transition in atomic Hg
is forbidden (∆J = 2), in molecular Hg2, the E31u ← X10+g transition is not (i.e., ∆Ω = 1). The transition was discovered
by Wood in collision-induced absorption (Wood’s bands) [48] and later investigated by others [49–52].

The laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) excitation spectrum of the E31u ← X10+g transition was recorded for the first time
using laser excitation in a supersonic beamby Koperski et al. [41]. Theywere able to record pronounced υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0, 1 and
υ ′ = 0 ← υ ′′ progressions. The υ ′-assignment was confirmed through observation of the E31u → X10+g bound→bound
(b→b) transitions in the dispersed fluorescence spectra. The inadequacy of the B–S plot (therefore a Morse representation
of the E31u-state potential) for a reliable determination of the well depth D′e(E

31u) and the dissociation energy D′0(E
31u)

was analyzed. It was concluded that near the bottom of the well it is justified to represent the E31u-state potential by a
Morse function (linearity of B–S plot). However, as the dissociation limit is approached, one must consider a non-Morse
representation for the potential.

2.2. F(3Πu)0+u state correlating with the 6p 3P1 asymptote

The F30+u ← X10+g transition was studied in detail by Koperski et al. [40]. They concluded that a mutual configuration of
the νυ′,υ′′ frequencies of the υ ′ ← υ ′′ transitions is responsible for the shape and complex structure of the observed band
profiles. The interpretation of the LIF excitation spectra recorded using the F30+u ← X10+g transition was limited by the fact
that both states have almost identical potential well depths and equilibrium bond lengths (D′e = 432 cm−1, D′′e = 380 cm−1,
∆Re = 0.03Å). Several of the ∆υ = υ ′ − υ ′′ = const sequences, that were registered with higher sensitivity, as well as
a simulation of the vibrational-band profiles led to the conclusion that all ∆υ < 0 sequence bands appear shaded to the
blue and, if incorrectly perceived, can be erroneously interpreted as the rotational contours of vibrational bands. It was also
concluded, that the experimental conditions of the supersonic expansion efficiently populated an unusually high number
of the υ ′′ ground-state vibrational levels (up to υ ′′ = 20 out of 38). In the vicinity of R′e, and in the intermediate region of
the internuclear separations R, the F30+u -state interatomic potential was represented by a Morse function.

2.3. D(3Σu)1u state correlating with the 6p 3P1 asymptote

The D31u ↔ X10+g transition in LIF excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra was studied by Koperski et al. [41].
A subsequent analysis of the ∆νij(υ ′) isotope shift for υ ′ = 42-70 ← υ ′′ = 0 transitions [2] led to an improved value
(with respect to the earlier work [41]) for the vibrational frequency ω′e(D

31u) = 129.5 cm−1 (compare with Table 2).
Moreover, the υ ′-assignment of Zehnacker et al. [37] was corrected by −3 (i.e. υ ′ [37]-3 = υ ′ [41]). Also, a new value
for ∆Re = R′e(D

31u) − R′′e = −0.98Å was deduced, but only from the simulation of a total envelope of the Franck–Condon
(F–C) factors belonging to the υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0 progression. The distribution of individual F–C factors for each isotopologue as
well as details of the isotopic structure were not simulated. In addition, an extended D31u(υ

′
= 57± 1)→ X0+g bound→

free (b→ f) profile [so called Condon internal diffraction (CID) pattern] was recorded [41]. Again, the b→f profile was not
simulated.

In the later study [42], a partly resolved rotational structure of the (υ ′ = 57 ± 1, υ ′′ = 0) vibrational band of the
D31u ← X10+g transition was analyzed. From the analysis, the Bυ′=57 and B′e rotational constants of several A1+A2Hg2
isotopologues were determined.
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Table 2
Characteristics of ungerade excited and ground electronic energy states of Hg2 molecule.

X(1Σg ) 0+g E(3Πu) 1u F(3Πu) 0+u D(3Σu) 1u G(1Σu) 0+u H(1Πu) 1u

D0 (cm−1) 369.6 ± 5.01 1647.2 ± 16.51e 426.4 ± 10.01 8158.81c
8205.41c,1d –

369± 153d 1640± 403a 423± 103d 8000± 2003a

De (cm−1)

379.5 ± 5.01a 8229.31c,1d 8247.71c,1d

590.12a 1666.6 ± 16.51e 435.7 ± 10.01b 8357.32a 8211.32a

380± 153a,3d 1428.72a 479.82a 8100± 2003a 8320± 103eα

379.25a 1660± 403a 432± 103d 8385± 1003cα 8280± 153eβ 1513.82a

391.95b 12695c 410± 204b 8260± 2004a 7092.0± 7004c 4712.52b

92.85c 13135d 415c 76625c 66825c

2965d 3135d 62045d 7838.85d

ωe (cm−1)

19.75 ± 0.31b 18.67 ± 0.041b 133.2 ± 0.51d

117± 14e19.6± 0.33a,3e 38.88 ± 0.021e 18.6± 0.43d 127.0± 0.63a 79.0± 1.04c

19.9± 0.53d 40.2± 0.33a 18.5± 0.54b 129.5± 0.33cα 88.5901±
0.00034d

133± 14a

ωexe (cm−1)

0.20 ± 0.021 0.539 ± 0.0101Pd

–0.257 ± 0.0201b 0.13 ± 0.011e 0.20± 0.023d 0.50± 0.013a 0.22± 0.034c

0.26± 0.033a,3d 0.18± 0.023a 0.214b 0.50± 0.013cα 0.29566±
0.000024d

0.524a

Re (Å)

3.605 ± 0.0091,3b 2.5911c 2.805 ± 0.0281c

3.4872 3.369 ± 0.0051b 3.645 ± 0.0101b 2.635± 0.0051d 2.833± 0.0281d

3.69± 0.013e 3.35± 0.021d 3.6922 2.6962 2.8452

3.63± 0.044b 3.4472 3.66± 0.043d 2.715± 0.0153b 2.7656± 0.13e 2.6872

3.7295a 3.38± 0.043a 3.61± 0.54b 2.710± 0.0053c 3.0± 0.034c 2.713±
0.0054f

3.6785b 3.6595c 4.4985c 2.5± 0.14b 2.85064d

3.8345c 3.4925d 4.1015d 2.7485c 2.9985c

9.9425d 2.8315d 2.9805d

∆Re = R′e − R′′e (Å) –

−1.014± 0.0091c

−0.892±
0.014

−0.236 ± 0.0141b 0.040 ± 0.0101b
−0.970± 0.0141d

−0.255±
0.0201d

0.030±
0.0023d

−1.1± 0.14a −0.800 ± 0.0091c

−0.250±
0.0043a

−0.024b
−1.13± 0.13b

−0.772± 0.0091d

−0.98± 0.013c

ν00 (cm−1) — 42765.3± 1.03a 39355.0±
0.23d

— 46201.73e —

β (Å−1) 1.23771 0.88031b 1.09181b,3d 1.79211d
– –

1.7263c

Be×10−3 (cm−1)

13.05± 0.073bα

– – 20.542± 0.0014d 22.7± 0.14f

12.98± 0.073bβ 23.00± 0.253bα

12.91± 0.073bγ 22.88± 0.253bβ

12.85± 0.073bδ 22.77± 0.253bγ

12.79± 0.073bε 22.66± 0.253bδ

12.7± 0.34b 22.54± 0.253bε

Bυ×10−3 (cm−1)

12.950198+200
1fα

– –

17.739, 17.76 ± 0.06∗198+200
1fα

22.64±0.024fα

12.949199+199
1fα 17.738, 17.70 ± 0.11∗199+199

1fα

12.886198+202
1fβ 17.674, 17.70 ± 0.07∗198+202

1fβ

12.885199+201
1fβ 17.673, 17.62 ± 0.07∗199+201

1fβ

12.885200+200
1fβ 17.672, 17.69 ± 0.06∗200+200

1fβ

12.821200+202
1fγ 17.607, 17.65 ± 0.06∗200+202

1fγ

12.759200+204
1fδ 17.543, 17.56 ± 0.08∗200+204

1fδ

12.758202+202
1fδ 17.542, 17.56 ± 0.06∗202+202

1fδ 19.8± 0.14gα

12.695202+204
1fε 17.478, 17.50 ± 0.06∗202+204

1fε 19.9±0.14gβ

12.95± 0.053bα 17.88± 0.053bα

12.89± 0.053bβ 17.79± 0.053bβ

12.85± 0.053bγ 17.70± 0.053bγ

12.76± 0.053bδ 17.62± 0.053bδ

12.70± 0.053bε 17.53± 0.053bε
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Table 2 (continued)

X(1Σg ) 0+g E(3Πu) 1u F(3Πu) 0+u D(3Σu) 1u G(1Σu) 0+u H(1Πu) 1u

17.7± 0.34b

De×10−7 (cm−1) — — — — 0.0437± 0.00024d 0.045±
0.0024hα

Dυ ×

10−7( cm−1)

0.2279198+200
1fα

– –

0.07114198+200
1fα

0.033±
0.0044fα

0.2279199+199
1fα 0.07113199+199

1fα

0.2256198+202
1fβ 0.07021198+202

1fβ

0.2256199+201
1fβ 0.07019199+201

1fβ 0.0429± 50%4gα

0.2256200+200
1fβ 0.07019200+200

1fβ 0.0432± 50%4gβ

0.2236200+202
1fγ 0.06926200+202

1fγ

0.2212200+204
1fδ 0.06834200+204

1fδ

0.2211202+202
1fδ 0.06833202+202

1fδ

0.2190202+204
1fε 0.06742202+204

1fε

n 6.21 ± 0.031d,3c,e
– – – – –

see Eq. (2) 6.534d

(1) This work, analysis of previous experimental data (recommended values in bold):
(a)B–S analysis;
(b)simulation of the E31u , F30+u , D

31u , G10+u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectra;
(c)IPA method;
(d)simulation of the D31u , G10+u → X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra;
(e)Eq. (3) and D′e = D′0 + ω′e/2− ω′ex

′
e/4+ ω′ey

′
e/8;

(f)re-analysis of rotational structure of the (57±1, 0) band of theD31u ← X10+g transition (PEC of theD31u from IPA); Bυ′=56 with asterisks are determined
from simulations; the remaining Bυ′=56 , Bυ′′=0 , Dυ′=56 and Dυ′′=0 were calculated [45]; constants determined for the most abundant (abundance α > 2%)
A1HgA2Hg isotopologues of the A1+A2Hg2 mass combinations [α (%) in parentheses]:

(α)398Hg2: 198Hg200Hg(4.61), 199Hg199Hg(2.85);
(β)400Hg2: 198Hg202Hg(5.95), 199Hg201Hg(4.45), 200Hg200Hg(5.34);
(γ )402Hg2: 200Hg202Hg(13.80);
(δ)404Hg2: 200Hg204Hg(3.17), 202Hg202Hg(8.92);
(ε)406Hg2: 202Hg204Hg(4.10).

(2) This work, ab initio calculations:
(a)with respect to the atomic asymptote;
(b)with respect to the potential barrier.

(3) Previous experiments re-analyzed in this work:
(a)Ref. [41]; D31u , E31u , vibrational analysis, B–S plot;
(b)Ref. [42]; D31u (Morse), rotational analysis of (57± 1, 0) band; determined for the following A1+A2Hg2:

(α)398Hg2;
(β)400Hg2;
(γ )402Hg2;
(δ)404Hg2;
(ε)406Hg2 .

(c)Ref. [2]: (α)D31u , isotope effect;
(d)Ref. [40]; F30+u , vibrational analysis;
(e)Ref. [43]; G10+u , vibrational analysis:

(α)B–S analysis, (β)Eq. (3); dispersed fluorescence spectrum.
(4) Other previous experiments:

(a)Ref. [37];
(b)Ref. [38];
(c)Ref. [39];
(d)Ref. [53];
(e)Ref. [86];
(f)Ref. [87]:

(α)υ ′ = 0;
(g) Ref. [96]:

(α)υ ′ = 8;
(β)υ ′ = 7;

(h) Ref. [97]:
(α)υ ′ = 0.

(5) Other ab initio calculations:
(a)Ref. [26];
(b)Ref. [36];
(c)Ref. [35];
(d)Ref. [24].

2.4. G(1Σu)0+u state correlating with the 6p1P1 asymptote

Characterization of the G10+u state was performed by Kedzierski et al. [53]. High-resolution spectroscopy of the G10+u ←
A30+g transition in the (202Hg)2 single-isotopologue was performed using laser-photoassociation of (202Hg)2 in the A30±g
states in a vapor cell. The studies of the G10+u ← X10+g transition in a supersonic expansion [43] were focused only on the
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Fig. 2. Interatomic potential of the E31u (63P2) excited electronic state of Hg2 . The scheme shows ab-initio calculated potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red
full circles), Kullie [35] (green full circles) and of this study (black full circles), as well as those obtained experimentally by Koperski et al. [41] (Morse potential,
green dashed line) and in this study from simulation of the LIF excitation spectrum (shifted Morse potential, blue solid line). Morse potential with R′e shorter
by 0.019 Å resulted from simulation of LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra is also shown (blue dashed line). Positions of υ ′ = 0 and υ ′ = 13 vibrational
levels show the energy region within which the characterizations were performed in this study. See text for details.

analysis of the ∆νij (υ ′) isotope shift and on the simulation of the F–C factors intensity profile for one isotopologue. The
∆νij examination led to a change in the υ ′-assignment for the G10+u ← X10+g transition by +13 from the value reported
earlier by Schlauf et al. [39] (i.e. υ ′ [39] +13 = υ ′ [43]). The new υ ′-assignment was confirmed in the observation of
the G10+u (υ ′ = 39 ± 2) → X10+g b → b and b → f LIF dispersed fluorescence bands. The F–C factors intensity profile
and the fluorescence bands were simulated using earlier versions of Le Roy’s LEVEL 6.1 [45] and BCONT 1.4 [46] programs,
respectively. In all of the Hg2 studies performed by one of the authors (JK) [40–43], these programswere used only once [43].

In general, both the work of Kedzierski et al. [53] and the studies of Koperski et al. [43] provided a broader view on the
G10+u -state interatomic potential. It was found (as opposed to the cases of the D31u and E31u states) that the B–S method
underestimatesD′0 (G

10+u ). Characterization of the G10+u state is presently themost complete of all four of the ungerade states
of Hg2; they correlatewith the lowest triplet (63P1,2) and singlet (61P1) atomic asymptotes that are possible to directly excite
from the ground state.

2.5. Previous experiments versus previous ab initio calculations

Figs. 2–5 show the results of previous experiments [40–43] comparedwith, among others, ab initio potentials of previous
(with respect of this study) calculations of Czuchaj et al. [24] and Kullie [35] for the E31u, F30+u , D

31u and G10+u excited
states of Hg2. It must be noted that due to the overlap of the ground- and excited-state wavefunctions, the low-lying
ungerade interatomic potentials were experimentally characterized in different regions of their potential wells, i.e., for E31u,
υ ′ = 0–13 [41] (Fig. 2); for F30+u , υ

′
= 0–20 [40] (Fig. 3); for D31u, υ ′ = 42–69 [41] (Fig. 4); and for G10+u , υ

′
= 25–53 [43]

(Fig. 5). Consequently, since the representations of the interatomic potentials presented in Figs. 2–5 are expanded over the
whole range of R, they are only extrapolations and should be treated with caution (see also discussion in Section 6.2).

The comparisons presented in Figs. 2–5 show that the ab-initio calculated potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red full circles)
are always shallower (by approx. 22%, 30%, 27% and 5%, for the E31u, F30+u , D

31u and G10+u states, respectively) and typically
have a larger R′e than those of the experimentally obtained potentials. On the other hand, potentials calculated by Kullie [35]
(green full circles) are also shallower than those of previous experimental studies [40–43]; also, Kullie’s potential for the
F30+u state is well too shallow and cannot be accepted as a correct result. Therefore, the situation calls for additional studies,
especially for the refinement of the ab initio calculations of the low-lying ungerade Hg2 interatomic potentials and their
comparison with the available, newly analyzed experimental ones.
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Fig. 3. Interatomic potential of the F30+u (63P1) excited electronic state of Hg2 . The scheme shows ab-initio calculated potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red
full circles), Kullie [35] (green full circles) and of this study (black full circles), as well as those obtained experimentally by van Zee et al. [38] (Morse potential,
brown dashed line), Koperski et al. [40] (Morse, green dashed line) and in this study from simulation of the LIF excitation spectrum (Morse potential, blue
solid line). Positions of υ ′ = 0 and υ ′ = 9 vibrational levels show the energy region within which the characterizations were performed in this study.
Position of υ ′ = 20 [40] is also shown. See text for details.

2.6. X(1Σg)0+g ground state

Characterization of the Hg2 ground state bound well was performed via detection and analysis of the ∆υ = υ ′ − υ ′′ =
const sequences in the F30+u ← X10+g transition [40] and the υ ′ = 0 ← υ ′′ progression recorded in the E31u ← X10+g
transition [41]. With these data we determined the ground-state vibrational constants and the Morse representation of
the X10+g -state potential below its dissociation limit. The LIF dispersed fluorescence (CID profiles) recorded after a selective
excitation of different υ ′ levels in several excited states corroborated the applicability of the Morse representation for the
lower part of the X10+g -state bound well (E31u, υ

′
→ X10+g , υ

′′, b→b transitions [41]); these CID profiles also provided a
determination of the X10+g -state repulsive branch above its dissociation limit (G10+u , υ

′
= 39→ X10+g , b→f profiles [43]).

It was found that a Lennard-Jones(n− 6) potential,

UL−J(n−6)(R) =
D′′e

n− 6


6


R′′e
R

n

− n

R′′e
R

6


, (2)

with n = 6.21 ± 0.03 more appropriately represents the repulsive branch of the X10+g -state potential. Similar result i.e.,
n = 6.53, was obtained by Kedzierski et al. [53]; they studied the G10+u , υ

′
= 12 → X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence

occurring from the υ ′ selectively excited from the υ ′′ = 0 in the A30+g (63P1) electronic state photoassociated from the
ground state via collisional relaxation using second harmonic of the 514.5 nm radiation from an Ar+ laser.

The repulsion in the UL-J(6.21−6) function is unusually soft. The lowering of repulsive forces is a result of strong induction
effects that play a role in the interaction between two ground state Hg atoms and the stabilization of Hg2. Therefore, the
results of Koperski et al. [43] support an assumption that in addition to the vdWdispersion interaction in the long range limit
described by the (R′′e/R)

6 term, there is a covalent bonding in the close range of R that contributes to the net forces acting
between two Hg atoms. For instance, Bonechi et al. [54] included a special damping term in the Hg2 interatomic potential
to suppress of the dispersion part at close range.

Fig. 6 shows two different representations for the Hg2 ground state potential: a Morse (blue solid line) function and an
L-J(6.21–6) (blue dashed line) function. Below the dissociation limit, in the repulsive part of the well (R < R′′e ), the Morse and
the L-J(6.21–6) potentials almost overlap, but in the attractive part of the well (R > R′′e ) the Morse converges to zero much
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Fig. 4. Interatomic potential of the D31u (63P1) excited electronic state of Hg2 . The scheme shows ab-initio calculated potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red
full circles), Kullie [35] (green full circles) and that of this study (black full circles), as well as those obtained experimentally by Zehnacker et al. [37] (Morse
potential, brown dashed line), Koperski [2] (Morse potential, green dashed line) and in this study: from the IPA procedure (blue solid line) and simulation of
the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum (Morse potential, blue dashed line). Positions of υ ′ = 42 and υ ′ = 69 vibrational levels show the energy region
within which the characterizations were performed. See text for details.

quicker than the L-J(6.21–6) potential. The Morse and the L-J(6.21–6) potential wells accommodate 38 and 56 vibrational
υ ′′ levels, respectively. Points of Dolg and Flad [26] (gray full circles) calculated according to WFT as well as the ab-initio
calculated potential of Pahl et al. [36] (blue full circles) are very close to both the Morse and the L-J(6.21–6) potentials.
Moreover, just as for the excited states, the ab-initio potential of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red full circles) is shallower and possess
a larger R′′e than all of the potentials mentioned above. In addition, the TDDFT potential of Kullie [35] is even shallower than
that of Czuchaj et al.; this poses a question as to the applicability of Kullie calculations to very weakly bound vdWmolecules
(see also Kullie’s representation for the F30+u state—Section 2.5).

In the repulsive part of the potential, above the dissociation limit, the L-J(6.21–6)was found to be an accurate ground-state
representation [2,43] (Fig. 6 shows also the L-J(6.53–6) repulsive branch of Kedzierski et al. [53] plotted for comparison).
Moreover, the ab-initio calculated potential of Pahl et al. [36] follows the slope of the L-J(6.21–6) potential [see Fig. 6(b)];
thus the theory-to-experiment agreement extends above the dissociation limit. Koperski has suggested [2] the Hg2 ground-
state interatomic potential could be represented using a hybrid function composed of the UL−J(6.21−6) and UMorse functions
for R < R′′e and for R > R′′e , respectively. This approach will be discussed in this review.

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the only existing study of rotational energy structure in the D31u ← X10+g transition was
performed by Koperski et al. [42]; it concerned rotational structure of the (υ ′ = 57 ± 1, υ ′′ = 0) vibrational band. From
that work, the Bυ′′=0 and B′′e rotational constants were determined for 398Hg2, 400Hg2, 402Hg2, 404Hg2 and 406Hg2. That work
also provided a revised value of the R′′e = 3.605± 0.009Å that was adopted in this review.

3. The objective

The main objective of this study was calculation of new ab initio interatomic potentials for the Hg2 low-lying ungerade
and the ground gerade states, and their subsequent assessment against the potentials that are the result of new analyses of
previously recorded [40–43] experimental spectra. As already stated, the previous analyses were performed using limited
resources (e.g., simulation procedures only for lowυ ′ andυ ′′, andwith only aMorse representation of interatomic potentials
in their bound region), and without systematic consideration of the isotopic composition and rotational energy structures
that otherwise can completely change results of the simulation (e.g., intensity of the vibrational bands and their shape).
Consequently, in order to achieve the objective of this study we put forth the following agenda:
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Fig. 5. Interatomic potential of the G10+u (61P1) excited electronic state of Hg2 . The scheme shows ab-initio calculated potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24]
(red full circles), Kullie [35] (green full circles) and of this study (black full circles), as well as those obtained experimentally by Schlauf et al. [39] (brown
dashed line), Kedzierski et al. [53] (red dashed line), as well as in this study: from the IPA procedure (blue solid line) and from simulation of the LIF dispersed
fluorescence spectrum (blue dashed line). Positions of υ ′ = 25 and υ ′ = 53 vibrational levels show the energy region within which the characterizations
were performed. See text for details.

(1) new ab initio calculations of the interatomic potentials for the E31u, F30+u , D
31u and G10+u lowest ungerade states of

Hg2. These would be executed with the objective of improving the theory-to-experiment agreement;
(2) revisit the previous [40–43] experimental spectra in order to perform simulations of the LIF excitation and LIF

dispersed fluorescence spectra using programs and procedures that were originally omitted due to their unavailability e.g.,
Le Roy’s LEVEL [45] and BCONT [46] as well as Western’s PGOPHER [47];

(3) implementation of analytical representations for the Hg2 lowest ungerade- and ground-state potentials as well
as pointwise representations, obtained using the inverted perturbation approach (IPA) [44] for which an analytical
representation was found to be impossible;

(4) comparison of new ab-initio calculated potentials with results of new analyses as well as with other ab initio
calculations.

4. Details of new ab initio calculations

The all-electron ab initio calculations were performed using theMOLCAS package [55] following the procedure described
below.

For a Hg atom we used the Gaussian basis set 25s22p16d12f 4g2h contracted as 10s10p9d6f 4g2h made by Roos and co-
workers [56]. The basis set was of Atomic Natural Orbital (ANO) type and was constructed such that semi-core electrons
can be correlated (relativistic contracted atomic natural orbitals: ANO-RCC). The Hamiltonian used in electron correlation
calculations was a spin-free second-order Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamiltonian [57,58]. In order to account for non-dynamical
correlations, state-average complete-active-space self-consistent-field (SA-CASSCF) calculations [59–61] were performed
(molecular orbitals and wave functions were simultaneously optimized). A CAS space made of 4 electrons in 10 molecular
orbitals originating from the atomic orbitals Hg-6s, Hg-6p and Hg-7s was used. The rest of the 78 inner orbitals were set as
inactive. The molecular orbitals and wave functions were optimized in CASSCF calculations separately for each molecular
excited electronic state of ungerade symmetry that originated from the 6s6p atomic configuration.

For technical reasons, we reduced the D∞h symmetry of Hg2 and performed calculations in the D2h symmetry. We
oriented the Hg2 along the z axis and used linear supersymmetry in order to restrict the rotations among the σ and δ
orbitals in the irreducible representations Ag and B1u, and among the two components π and the φ orbitals belonging to the
irreducible representations B3u, B2u and B2g, B3g, respectively. The CASSCF starting orbitals were taken from SCF calculations.
Because the actual symmetry ofHg2 is higher thanused in calculations, it is important to startwith clean orbitals belonging to
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Fig. 6. Repulsive branch of the interatomic potential of the X10+g (61S0) ground electronic state of Hg2 . The scheme shows ab-initio calculated potentials of
Czuchaj et al. [24] (red full circles), Kullie [35] (green full circles), Dolg and Flad [26] (gray full circles), Pahl et al. [36] (blue full circles) and of this study (black
full circles), as well as those obtained in this study from simulation of LIF excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra represented by a Morse (blue solid
line) and Lennard-Jones L-J(n− 6) (blue dashed line) functions with parameters: n = 6.21 [43], R′′e = 3.605Å [42], β = 1.2377Å−1 and D′′e = 379.5 cm−1 .
The L-J(6.53–6) repulsive branch of Kedzierski et al. with D′′e = 396 cm−1 and R′′e = 3.63Å [53] is plotted for comparison (brown dashed line). The inset
shows the region of the potential well. Positions of υ ′′ = 0 and υ ′′ = 9 vibrational levels show the energy region within which the characterizations using
the E31u ← X10+g and F30+u ← X10+g excitation spectra were performed. See text for details.

the actual symmetry of the molecule. Therefore, the starting orbitals were cleaned according to the correct supersymmetry.
This allowed to avoid unwanted lower symmetry mixing. In order to obtain the properly degenerated components of the
Πu state we averaged the density matrices of symmetry B3u and B2u. The starting dimension of the small configuration
interaction (CI) matrix in the Davidson procedure for the (1)1Σ+u and (1)3Σ+u states was set to two; and for the (X)1Σ+g
ground state it was set to three [note: (1) denotes first on the energy scale of the electronic energy state with the given
symmetry]. This avoided convergence problems for short interatomic distances.

In the second step, dynamic electron correlations using multi-state second-order perturbation theory calculations (MS-
CASPT2) [62–65] were included. In CASPT2 calculations, 24 electrons (4 active, 20 closed shell) were fully correlated. The
active space was the same as on the level CASSCF theory. The 20 molecular counterparts of the atomic 5d orbitals were
correlated through single and double excitations. The rest of the core orbitals were not correlated and were kept frozen.

In the last step, S–O coupling effects were included by means of restricted-active-space state-interaction S–O calcu-
lations (RASSI-SO) [66]. In this step, the many-electron Hamiltonian with the S–O coupling terms of the second-order
Douglas–Kroll–Hess Hamiltonian [57,58] was supplemented, and the atomic mean-field approximation (AMFI) for their in-
tegrals [67] was adopted. All ungerade triplet and singlet states originating from the 6s6p configuration aswell as the ground
state were included in this step. Finally we accounted for a basis set superposition error by means of the Boys–Bernardi
method [68].

Results of the ab initio calculation for the E31u, F30+u , D
31u, and G10+u ungerade excited and X10+g ground states are pre-

sented in Figs. 2–6 (black full circles) and are compared with the results of calculations by other investigators [24,26,35,
36] as well as with the results of previous experimental studies [2,37–43,53]. The results of these ab initio calculations are
discussed in Section 6.

The upper part of Fig. 1 presents the squares of the transition dipole moments (TDM) calculated in this study using the
RASSImethod. The figure illustrates themagnitude of each TDM (those for excitation of the F30+u and G10+u states are several
orders of magnitude larger than those for the D31u and E31u states). The TDM magnitude influences the intensity of the
transition from the ground state to the corresponding ungerade excited state.What is especially important, the figure shows
how these TDMs change with R. The TDMs and their possible influence on the simulated LIF excitation and LIF dispersed
fluorescence spectra are discussed in Section 6.2.
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Fig. 7. A. ‘‘Cold’’ and B. ‘‘hot’’ LIF excitation spectra recorded previously [41] [(a) and (b) red traces] using the E31u(63P2) ← X10+g transition in Hg2
under the following experimental conditions: (a) D = 0.3 mm, x = 15 mm, pAr = 3 atm, and (b) D = 0.9 mm, x = 5 mm, pAr = 0.5 atm. (c) and (d)
Simulations [45,47,72] performed for ‘‘cold’’ and ‘‘hot’’ spectra, respectively (blue traces), assuming a Morse representation for the E31u- and X10+g -state
potentials with the following parameters: ω′e = 38.88 cm−1 , ω′ex

′
e = 0.13 cm−1 , ω′′e = 19.75 cm−1 , ω′′e x

′′
e = 0.257 cm−1 , R′′e = 3.605 Å, R′e = 3.369 Å (see

Table 2), as well as for (c) Trot = 6 K, ∆Gauss = 0.6 cm−1 , ∆Lorentz = 0.1 cm−1 , and (d) Tosc = 25 K, Trot = 23 K, ∆Gauss = 0.9 cm−1 , ∆Lorentz = 0.1 cm−1 .
For the simulation the E31u-state representation was shifted (see Fig. 2) as described in the text. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5. Results and discussion

5.1. The E31u ↔ X10+g spectra—modifications to the E31u-state potential

Figs. 7 and 8 present LIF excitation and LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra recorded previously [41] using the E31u ←

X10+g transition [traces (a) and (b)] and the E31u, υ ′ = 0, 1, 2, 3 → X10+g transition [traces (a), (b), (c) and (d)]. The
experiments were performed under conditions specified in the figure captions.

5.1.1. The LIF excitation spectra
The LIF excitation spectra in Fig. 7A and B consist of the υ ′ = 0← υ ′′ and υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0, 1 progressions recorded for two

extremes, i.e. ‘‘cold’’ (Fig. 7A) and ‘‘hot’’ (Fig. 7B) of the supersonic expansion. The simulations of the spectra were preceded
by a B–S plot analysis of the two υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0, 1 progressions which provided the ω′e and ω′ex

′
e vibrational characteristics

for υ ′ in the range from 0 to 13. Because the E31u-state potential possesses a non-Morse character for larger υ ′ [41], the D′0
dissociation energy was calculated using the relationship

D′0 = νat − ν00 + D′′0, (3)

where νat = 44042.9 cm−1 [69] is the frequency of the 63P2 − 61S0 atomic transition, v00 = 42765.3 cm−1 [41] is the
frequency of the υ ′ = 0 ← υ ′′ = 0 vibrational transition, and D′′0 = 369.6 cm−1 is the X10+g -state dissociation energy.
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Fig. 8. LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra recorded previously [41] (red traces) using the E31u (63P2), υ ′ → X10+g transition for (a) υ ′ = 0, (b) υ ′ = 1, (c)
υ ′ = 2 and (d) υ ′ = 3 under the following experimental conditions: D = 0.9 mm, x = 6 mm, pAr = 0.5 atm. (e)–(h) Simulations [45,83] performed using
the parameters of the Morse representations (blue solid line) for the E31u- and X10+g -state potentials as in Fig. 7 [(c) and (d)] with R′e = 3.35 Å. Simulations
using the L-J(6.21–6) X10+g -state potential representation with R′′e = 3.605 Å and D′′e = 379.5 cm−1 were exercised as well (blue dashed line). For every
υ ′ → υ ′′ vibrational component, the simulated F–C factor was plotted (blue solid and dashed line, and bars) assuming a ∆Gauss convolution function with
∆Gauss equal to: (e) and (f) 45.5 cm−1 , (g) 26.5 cm−1 and (h) 20.1 cm−1 (FWHM) which corresponded to the monochromator spectral throughput. For the
simulation the E31u-state representation was shifted (see Fig. 2) as described in text. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Consequently, assuming that a Morse representation is credible near the E31u-state potential minimum (linearity of B–S
plot for low υ ′), these data also provided an estimate of the well depth D′e = D′0 + ω′e/2 − ω′ex

′
e/4. The analysis concluded

with D′0 = 1647.2 cm−1 and D′e = 1666.6 cm−1. Next, a simulation procedure described in Refs. [70,71] was performed
employing LEVEL-to-PGOPHER procedure [72], and LEVEL 8.0 [45] and PGOPHER 8.0 [47] programs, taking into account the
full isotopic composition of Hg2 [42] as well as rotational energy structure of the transition.

It should be noted that the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER program was applied in order to link generally available LEVEL and
PGOPHER programs. LEVEL was employed to determine the F–C-factors distribution and transition energies of the υ ′ ← υ ′′

vibrational components as well as values of the Bυ′ , Dυ′ , Bυ′′ and Dυ′′ rotational constants. PGOPHER was used to simulate
rotational profiles for all of the A1HgA2Hg isotopologues in each of the (υ ′, υ ′′) bands, where A1 and A2 are isotope mass
numbers. The method used in the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER relied on a Morse representation of the ground and the excited
electronic states with estimated values for ωe and ωexe vibrational characteristics and Re equilibrium bond lengths (the
estimated values were based on a previous analysis [41]). For each of the A1HgA2Hg isotopologues, from a set of all 28
possible combinations of the A1Hg and A2Hg isotopes, the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER automatically generated appropriate input
files and executed the LEVEL program. Then, from LEVEL output files it extracted transition energies, F–C factors as well
as the Bυ′ , Dυ′ , Bυ′′ and Dυ′′ . In the next step, the Bυ and Dυ constants, the F–C factors, the abundances of the A1HgA2Hg
isotopologues, and the properties and symmetries of the electronic states were used in the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER program to
generate an input file for the PGOPHER program that included all possible A1HgA2Hg combinations. Execution of PGOPHER
concluded with simulation of the profiles. As a result, we were able to examine a number of combinations of ωe, ωexe and
Re. Using a trial-and-error approach, the combination that resulted in the most satisfactory simulations of the experimental
spectra was selected. Apart from Morse representations, the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER also has the ability to use other forms
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of analytical functions or discrete molecular potentials (e.g., pointwise obtained from the IPA) to generate a LEVEL input
file.

The simulation procedure was executed until the best simulation-to-experiment agreement was reached; it provided
final characteristics for the E31u- and X10+g -state potentials. In this approach, a Morse representation for the excited and
ground state potentials in the range of the excitation spectrum (i.e., for υ ′ = 0–13 and υ ′′ = 0–4) was assumed. According
to a Morse representation, D′0 ≈ (ω′0)

2/4ω′0x
′

0 = 2887.6 cm−1 is larger than that obtained using Eq. (3); consequently,
in order to satisfy Eq. (3), the E31u-state Morse representation was shifted by +1240.4 cm−1 [D′0 (Morse) − D′0 (Eq. (1))].
Results of the simulation are presented in Fig. 7 [traces (c) and (d)]. For the ‘‘cold’’ as well as for ‘‘hot’’ spectrum, they show
satisfactory agreement, including a blue-‘‘shading’’ of the vibrational components mostly manifested in the ‘‘hot’’ spectrum
[trace (d)]. The reconstruction of the shape of the components required rotational temperatures Trot greater than 20 K and
a maximum rotational quantum number Jmax exceeding 80. Also, the Doppler residual broadening in the molecular beam
and single laser shot frequency distribution was ∆Gauss = 0.1 cm−1 and the spectral bandwidth of the laser beam was
∆Lorentz = 0.6–0.9 cm−1. Symmetries of the ground and excited states were assumed to be 1Σ+g and 3Πu, respectively
[21].

5.1.2. The LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra
In the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra presented in Fig. 8(a)–(d), υ ′′ spans the range from υ ′′ = 0 up to the dissociation

limit. This provides a good opportunity to test an X10+g -state potential representation that differs from a Morse function
(e.g. UL-J(n−6) [43], formula (2) using n = 6.21 [43], R′′e = 3.605 Å [42] and D′′e = 379.5 cm−1), with the simulation of the LIF
excitation spectrum (see Section 5.1.1). The simulation was performed using the LEVEL 8.0 program [45] with each of the
simulated F–C factors corresponding to the υ ′ → υ ′′ transition convoluted with a Gauss function (∆Gauss) that represents
the monochromator spectral throughput. Moreover, as in the simulation of the LIF excitation spectrum, the full isotopic Hg2
composition was taken into account.

The simulations shown in Fig. 8(e)–(h) were performed with a Morse representation (solid blue line) for the E31u- and
X10+g -state potentials, with the same parameters as in the case of the LIF excitation spectra in Fig. 7. During the simulation
it was found that a small change of ∆Re (i.e., by±0.02 Å) had a large impact on the simulation-to-experiment agreement.
Therefore, the∆Re = −0.236 Å determined in the simulation of the excitations spectra was altered within the error margin
(i.e., by+0.019 Å) in order to fulfill the agreement requirements in the simulation of the fluorescence spectra.

The simulation performed using the L-J(6.21–6) representation for the X10+g -state potential (see Fig. 8(e)–(h), dashed blue
line) proves that the L-J(6.21–6) potential may also be used for the ground-state representation in the region of the potential
well i.e., below the dissociation limit. Detailed discussion on the X10+g -state characterization is given in Section 5.4.

Simulations were performed using the LEVEL 8.0 and PGOPHER 8.0 programs for the bound←bound (b←b) transitions
in the LIF excitation spectra and using the LEVEL 8.0 program for the b→b transitions (convoluted with a Gauss function)
in the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra. These simulations resulted in an improvement in the simulation-to-experiment
agreement with respect to the results of Koperski et al. [41]. They include a shape (i.e., rotational shading) of the vibrational
components in the excitation spectra and an overall shape of the fluorescence profiles in the fluorescence spectra. The new
analysis resulted in changes of the characteristics of the E31u-state potential (see Table 2).

5.1.3. The E31u-state potential energy curve
The E31u-state PEC obtained here as a result of the re-analysis of the previously recorded LIF excitation spectrum [41] is

presented in Fig. 2 (blue solid line); it is compared with the result of the ab initio calculations of this study (black full circles).
Results of previous experimental investigation [41] (green dashed line), an earlier ab-initio study by Czuchaj et al. [24] (red
full circles), and a very recent ab initio potential of Kullie [35] (green full circles) are also shown. It is obvious that, except
for the width of the PEC, the largest change (i.e., by 38% with respect to the value of Koperski et al. [41]), is for ω′ex

′
e, see

Table 2. Both experimental characterizations are close to each other, but it should be noted that the R′e from simulation of
the fluorescence spectra is 0.019 Å shorter than that from simulation of the excitation spectra (see Morse representation in
Fig. 2 (blue dashed line)—although the difference is hardly visible). Furthermore, all three ab initio interatomic potentials are
shallower than the experimental ones, but that of the present study is much closer since it is shallower by approx. 14% of
the D′e. This illustrates a real improvement in these new ab initio calculations compared to those of Czuchaj et al. [24] and
Kullie [35].

The E31u-state characteristics obtained here are collected in Table 2 and compared with results of previous
investigations.

5.2. Interpretation of the F 30+u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectrum

Traces (a) in Fig. 9A and B present excitation spectra recorded previously [40] using the F30+u ← X10+g transition
under experimental conditions given in the figure caption (noted that the spectrum in part B was recorded for a higher
Tvib vibrational temperature). As pointed out above (Section 2.1), the character of the spectrum is unusual, instead of the
υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0 vibrational progression, it contains spectral features representing the ∆υ = υ ′ − υ ′′ = const vibrational
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Fig. 9. (a) LIF excitation spectra recorded previously [40] (red traces) using the F30+u (63P1) ← X10+g transition in Hg2 . A. without Hg-vapor filter, and B.
withHg-vapor filter (which absorbed an intense atomic fluorescence at 39412.3 cm−1) and higher sensitivity, under the following experimental conditions:
D = 0.9mm, x = 5mm, pAr = 0 atm (pure Hg). The spectrum in B. was recorded for significantly higher T0 , Hg reservoir temperature, which caused higher
Tvib [16]. (b) Simulations [45,47,72] (blue traces) performed assuming a Morse representation for the F30+u - and X10+g -state potentials with the following
parameters: ω′e = 18.67 cm−1 , ω′ex

′
e = 0.20 cm−1 , R′e = 3.645 Å, ω′′e = 19.75 cm−1 , ω′′e x

′′
e = 0.257 cm−1 , R′′e = 3.605 Å, (see Table 2), and Trot = 10 K,

∆Gauss = 0.3 cm−1 , ∆Lorentz = 0.7 cm−1 , υ ′′max = 8, as well as for A. Tvib = 50 K and B. Tvib = 150 K. In insets of part A the ∆υ = 0 central sequence band
is compared with several simulations performed for: Tvib = 10, 20, 40, 50 K [like in trace (b)] and 70 K (left inset), and Trot = 1 , 3, 10 K [like in trace (b)],
20 and 30 K (right inset). Inset in part B shows comparison of simulations of the ∆υ = −2 sequence band performed for Trot = 15 K, Tvib = 150 K, and
υ ′′max = 8, 9 and 10. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

sequences; these features originate from the relative positions of the F30+u - and X10+g -state interatomic potentials. In
addition, the previous interpretation [40] was based on a difficult-to-prove assumption that the chosen conditions of the
pulsed supersonic expansion produced a considerably higher population of the ground-state vibrational energy levels and
that Tvib and Trot played an important role in the interpretation. Also, in their article, Koperski et al. claimed υ ′′max = 20 out
of all 38 levels accommodated by the X10+g state potential well.

Here, the interpretation considering the Tvib, Trot and high υ ′′max is challenged based first, on the fact that the previous
interpretation of the spectrum [40] depended solely on the calculation of F–C factors and second, that the influence of the
rich isotopic composition of Hg2 with its spectrally dense rotational energy structure was omitted. These are not omitted in
the simulations [45,47,72] presented in this study; both are taken into account—all isotopologues of Hg2 and the rotational
structure of the transition. This provides deeper insight into the F30+u ← X10+g excitation spectrum.
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Simulation of the spectrum from Fig. 9A(a) is presented in trace (b). It is obvious that the characteristic features in the
spectrum are well reconstructed, with a dominating ∆υ = 0-sequence band and satellite components corresponding to
those of ∆υ = +1 and −1 that are (approx. 10 times) smaller in intensity. The simulation was obtained assuming very
carefully chosen values for D′e, R

′
e,ω
′
e,ω
′
ex
′
e and∆Re together with the following parameters: Tvib = 50±5 K, Trot = 10±1 K,

υ ′′max = 8 ± 1, ∆Gauss = 0.3 ± 0.05 cm−1 and ∆Lorentz = 0.7 ± 0.05 cm−1. Each small departure from the chosen values,
especially from these of Tvib, Trot and υ ′′max resulted in a significant worsening of the simulation-to-experiment agreement.
The modified values obtained for D′e, R

′
e and ∆Re are collected in Table 2, where they are compared with those of previous

studies [38,40]. Values for the D′′e , R
′′
e , ω

′′
e and ω′′e x

′′
e are the same as those in Section 5.1.

Going into details, the influence of Tvib and Trot on the simulated spectrumwasmonitored by referring to the double-peak
structure of the central ∆υ = 0-sequence band (Fig. 9A, see left and right insets, respectively). It can be observed that the
double-peak structure with correct relative intensities (i.e., that reconstruct the experimental ones) appears when Tvib and
Trotare approximately 50 K and 10 K, respectively. Below or above Tvib = 50 K (left inset), the relative intensities in the
double-peak structure gradually depart from that observed in the experiment. Below or above Trot = 10 K (right inset), the
central band becomes one- or three-peak structured, respectively. The influence of Tvib and Trot appears also when thewidth
of the ∆υ = 0 sequence band is considered: the width becomes larger when Tvib and Trot increase.

A simulation of the spectrum from Fig. 9B(a) is shown in trace (b). In order to present details of the ∆υ ≠ 0 sequence
bands, the spectrumwas recordedwith increased sensitivity (consequently, in Fig. 9B the∆υ = 0 central band is saturated).
Based on the experimental conditions, the simulation assumed that Tvib washigher than that corresponding to the simulation
presented in Fig. 9A, and the conclusions of previous interpretation [40]were confirmed. In contrast to the∆υ = 1 sequence
band, the ∆υ < 0 bands are blue-shaded and this shading may be misinterpreted as caused by unresolved rotational
structure. In addition, a detailed analysis of the simulation of the ∆υ = −2 sequence band (see inset in Fig. 9B) enabled a
determination of the limiting value ofυ ′′ (i.e.,υ ′′max) for the ground-state vibrational levels populated in the supersonic beam.
As can be seen, beyond υ ′′max = 9, the shading of the band is disturbed as a secondmaximum starts to appear. Consequently,
it was assumed that the conclusion from the previous interpretation of the spectrum [40] must be corrected and υ ′′max is
lower than that assumed previously.

Simulations in Fig. 9A and B, especially the simulated shape of the ∆υ = 1 sequence band [traces A(b) and B(b)] as
well as the relative intensities of the ∆υ = −1 and ∆υ = −2 sequence bands [trace B(b)] deserve a comment. In the
simulations, the populations of υ ′′ and the J ′′ vibrational and rotational levels was assumed to be governed by a Boltzmann
distribution. As noted above, this simplification had obvious consequences because, as suggested by van Zee et al. [22] and
Koperski et al. [2], theυ ′′ and J ′′ population distributions inHg2 expanded beams evidently have a significant non-Boltzmann
component that probably puts less weight on the higher υ ′′ and J ′′ levels.

5.2.1. The F 30+u -state potential energy curve
The F30+u -state PEC obtained in this study as a result of the re-analysis of previously recorded LIF excitation spectrum [40]

is shown in Fig. 3 (blue solid line) and is compared with the result of ab initio calculation of this study (black full circles). Fig. 3
also shows the results of the previous experimental investigations of van Zee et al. [38] (brown dashed line) and Koperski
et al. [40] (green dashed line) as well as the earlier ab initio study of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red full circles) and the very recent
ab initio potential of Kullie [35] (black full circles). The characterization of the F30+u -state in this study is very close to that
of Koperski et al. [40] (i.e., the values of D′e, R

′
e and ω′e are changed by only 0.8%, 0.4% and 0.4%, respectively, see Table 2).

Also, note that the ab-initio interatomic potential calculated in this study (although being too deep by approx. 10% of the
experimental D′e) is closest to the experimental potential re-determined in this study. The ab initio potential of Czuchaj et al.
is much shallower, with a depth that is approximately 30% of the experimental D′e; this demonstrates the improvement in
the ab initio calculations performed in this study with respect to those of other theoretical studies [24,35]. The extremely
shallow TDDFT potential of Kullie [35] brings in to question the applicability of Kullie calculations to excited states of very
weakly bound vdW complexes.

The F30+u -state characteristics obtained here are collected in Table 2 and compared with the results of previous
investigations.

5.3. The D31u ↔ X10+g spectra—new interatomic potential of the D31u state

Figs. 10(a) and 11(a) show LIF excitation and LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra recorded previously [41] using the
D31u ← X10+g and D31u, υ

′
= 57 ± 1 → X10+g transitions, respectively. The experiments were performed under

experimental conditions that are specified in the figure captions.

5.3.1. The LIF excitation spectrum
The excitation spectrum consists of the υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0 progression with υ ′ spanning the range from υ ′ = 42 to 69. As

can be seen in Fig. 4, the approximate locations of the excited υ ′ are in the upper half of the D31u-state potential well. Due
to the high values of υ ′, the isotopic structure in each of the vibrational components was easily resolved. As mentioned in
Section 2.2, the distribution of individual F–C factors for each isotopologue was not simulated in the previous study (it was
simulated only to reveal details of the isotopic structure of the υ ′ = 57± 1 component [42]).
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Fig. 10. (a) LIF excitation spectrum recorded previously [41] (red trace) using the D31u(63P1)← X10+g transition in Hg2 under the following experimental
conditions: D = 0.3 mm, x = 6 mm, pAr = 2 atm. (b) Simulation [45,47,72] (blue trace) performed assuming for the D31u-state representation a
potential obtained in this study using the IPA method (see Fig. 4). For the X10+g -state potential a Morse representation with the following parameters:
ω′′e = 19.75 cm−1 , ω′′e x

′′
e = 0.257 cm−1 , R′′e = 3.605 Å (see Table 2) was used. The remaining parameters of the simulation: Trot = 5 K, ∆Gauss = 0.1 cm−1 ,

∆Lorentz = 0.3 cm−1 . Arrow indicates the excitation frequency used in first step of the SSSRT passage used in the EPR experiment (Section 6.3). Vicinities
of the υ ′ = 48–50 and υ ′ = 59–61 (depicted with gray bars) are shown in insets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

For the purposes of this review, simulation of the excitation spectrum began with an assumption of a Morse
representation for the D31u state and with values for ω′e, ω

′
ex
′
e and R′e determined in previous studies [2,37,41]; it also used

the ab-initio calculated potential from this study (see Fig. 4). Because of the high υ ′ excited in the experiment, a B–S plot
analysis of the data [41] revealed a distinct nonlinearity. Consequently, none of the Morse representations of the D31u-state
potential produced a satisfactory simulation of the experimental spectrum. Similarly, since the ab-initio calculated potential
from this study, was very close to that of Koperski [2], the result was a simulation inwhich therewas no agreement between
simulated and experimental νυ′,υ′′=0 frequencies of the vibrational components.

At this point in the analysis, it was decided to take a different approach and employ the IPA method [44] that
was used in our laboratory in the past and gave satisfactory results in the analysis of the A10+u (51P1) ← X10+g and
B11u(51P1)← X10+g transitions in Cd2 [73–75]. It appears this was a key decision for the future analysis of the LIF excitation
spectrum.

5.3.2. The inversed perturbation approach (IPA) to the D31u-state potential
The IPA method was proposed by Kosman and Hinze [76] as a fully quantum mechanical method to construct the PECs

for diatomic molecules directly from experimental data. The accuracy of the constructed potential is tested by solving the
radial Schrödinger equation and comparing the calculated eigenenergies with the experimental values. This approach has
now becomewidely accepted and different realization have been reported [44,77–81]. In the IPAmethod the key point is the
parameterization of the PEC. Most authors prefer an analytic form for the PEC, U(R), and a variety of ideas can be found in
the literature [77–81]. There are, however, electronic stateswith exotic shapes for the interatomic potential and it is difficult
to propose an analytic form which fits all possible cases.

In this review, for the construction of the PEC of the D31u state, a convenient model-free representation consisting of a
set of [Ri, Ui] points connected with cubic splines [44] was chosen. This approach is very flexible and has been successfully
applied to electronic states with both regular and exotic shapes for the interatomic potential (see for example Grochola
et al. [82]). Here, the experimental energies Eυ′,expt recorded for ten isotopologues and the υ ′-assignments for the D31u state
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Fig. 11. (a) LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra recorded previously [41] using the D31u(63P1), υ ′ = 57 ± 1 → X10+g transition (red traces). The three
experimental traces were detected with increased resolution i.e., for 100, 50 and 20 cm−1 monochromator slit widths, under the following experimental
conditions: D = 0.9 mm (nozzle 15 mm in length), x = 5 mm, pAr = 1 atm. (b) Simulations [45,46,83] (blue traces) performed assuming as representation
of the D31u state the PEC obtained in this study using an IPA method (see Fig. 4) and L-J(n− 6) X10+g -state representation [see formula (2), with n = 6.21]
with D′′e and R′′e from Table 2, footnote1 and υ ′ = 58 (see also Fig. 6). Spectrum recorded with highest resolution (inset) shows mainly b→b transitions.
For every υ ′ → υ ′′ vibrational component, the simulated F–C factor was plotted (blue dashed bars) assuming a Gauss convolution function with 15 cm−1
(FWHM) (blue dashed line). Simulation of the b→b transitions using a Morse representation for the X10+g -state is also presented (blue solid bars, blue solid
line). Note: Because for the υ ′ = 57 ± 1← υ ′′ = 0 excitation a moderately intense 4th harmonic of a Nd+:YAG laser fundamental frequency was used,
the traces (a) shows also a number of Hg atomic lines that are juxtaposed with recorded spectra. Labels of the atomic transitions [69] are shown above the
spectrum. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

are extracted froma previously recorded spectrum [41]. The energy origin (E = 0 cm−1) is set at the ground-state asymptote
and the Eυ′,calc energies are calculated by adding the corresponding energies of the X10+g state to the measured frequencies;
i.e., the calculations rely on the ground-state potential from this study (see Table 2). The experimental uncertainty was set
conservatively at 1 cm−1, taking into account that no rotational structure has been resolved in the experiment. For each υ ′,
the isotopic peakwith unresolved rotational structurewas assumed to belong to the J′ = 5 transition i.e., themost populated
rotational level under the given experimental conditions. Additional information used was the Ddiss(D31u), energy of the
atomic asymptote of the D31u state which is Eat = 39412.3 cm−1 [69].
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Table 3
UIPA(R) pointwise interatomic potential of the D31u (63P1) state in
Hg2 obtained in this review using method of inverted perturbation
approach (IPA). It reproduces all the 302 experimental energies Eυ′,expt
with a standard deviation of 0.47 cm−1 and with peak deviations
below±1.3 cm−1 . In order to interpolateUIPA(R) in the range 1.91Å ≤
R ≤ 5.5469 Å, natural cubic spline through all points should be
used. Beyond this point, for R > 5.5469 Å, formula Ulong−range(R) =
39412.3 (cm−1)− 6.71773× 106/R6(Å6 cm−1) should be used.

R (Å) UIPA (cm−1)a

1.91 115241.7
1.97 86955.8
2.04 67616.2
2.10 54498.6
2.17 45662.1
2.24 39812.9
2.28 37479.6
2.31 35719.2
2.37 33595.4
2.43 32319.9
2.68 31374.0
2.92 32378.9
3.09 33622.9
3.23 35153.2
3.49 36654.7
3.70 37336.1
3.89 37810.9
4.08 38186.4
4.28 38511.7
4.55 38768.3
4.81 38946.3
5.08 39062.6
5.34 39136.0
5.61 39194.3
5.81 39235.7

a With respect to E = 0 (cm−1) (see Fig. 1).

The initial potential based on a Morse-function representation [2] (see Fig. 4) was set up as sequence of 60 equidistant
[Ri, Ui] points in the interval between 1 and 6 Å. The values of Ui were adjusted iteratively in a non-linear fitting procedure
until agreement between the calculated energy Eυ′,calc and the experimental energy Eυ′,expt was reachedwithin the estimated
experimental uncertainty. Because of the small number of the Eυ′,expt energies and the relatively densemesh of the Ri points,
the shape of the fitted potential tended to showunphysical oscillations; this is a known feature of all model-free approaches.
In order to suppress them, the number of Ri points was reduced gradually and a regularization procedure [82] was applied.
As reported [41], the limited data set made the established υ ′-assignment for the D31u state somewhat uncertain (υ ′ ± 1).
Consequently, during the fit several modifications of the υ ′-assignment were tested by changing the assignment with up to
three vibrational quanta (υ ′ ± 3); but no improvement in the quality of the fit was observed via these tests.

The final pointwise UIPA(R) potential consists of 25 points in a non-equidistant mesh as shown in Table 3. In order to
interpolate the potential energy between themesh points the natural cubic spline through all 25 grid points should be used.
The long-range behavior is defined by the formula:

Ulong−range(R) = Ddiss(D31u)− C6/R6, (4)

where C6 = 6.71773 × 106/R6 [Å6cm−1]. In the present definition of the D31u-state potential, the Ulong−range is chosen
to be valid for R > 5.5469 Å. All experimentally observed energy levels lay far from the Eat asymptote; consequently, the
fitted C6 coefficient should not be confusedwith the real dispersion coefficient, but should be considered only as an effective
parameter. This ensures a continuous transition between the UIPA pointwise and the Ulong−range parts of the potential.

The resulting D31u-state interatomic potential obtained using the IPA method is shown in Fig. 4 (blue solid line). Despite
the fact that the D31u-state potential from IPA has shallower well depth (i.e., 8229.3 cm−1) and shorter equilibrium bond
length (i.e., R′e = 2.591 Å) than those of the previous study of Koperski [2] (green dashed line), the comparison reveals
a distinct feature of the new potential: In the vicinity of υ ′ = 40–50 (and hence in the region of the υ ′ excited in the
experiment), its shape departs from that of a Morse function revealing a noticeable bend. This characteristic feature of the
IPA potential has had an essential impact on the subsequent simulations of the excitation spectrum.

The simulation was performed using the X10+g -state Morse representation that worked well in the simulation of the
spectra recorded using the E31u ↔ X10+g and F30+u ← X10+g transitions (see Sections 5.1 and 5.2). Similarly as for the
previous cases, the simulation was performed employing the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER procedure [72], and the LEVEL 8.0 [45]
and PGOPHER 8.0 [47] programs. The simulation took into account the full isotopic composition of Hg2 and the rotational
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energy structure of the D31u ← X10+g transition. The resulting simulation with the IPA-obtained representation of the
D31u-state potential is shown in Fig. 10(b). It is evident that by taking into account the distribution of both, the νυ′,υ′′=0 and
F–C factors, the simulation for all isotopologues gave satisfactory agreement with the previously recorded experimental
spectrum [44] (see also two insets in Fig. 10). The reconstruction of the shape of the isotopic components (a characteristic
‘‘blue-shading’’) required that Trot = 5 K and Jmax = 50, as well as ∆Gauss = 0.1 cm−1 and ∆Lorentz = 0.3 cm−1. Symmetry
of the excited state was assumed to be 3Σ+u [21].

5.3.3. The LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra
The never before-simulated LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum [41] recorded using the D31u → X10+g transition after

excitation of the (m1 + m2) = 402 isotopologue in the υ ′ = 57 ± 1 vibrational component is shown in Fig. 11(a) (red
trace). It presents a sufficiently well-defined CID pattern, consisting of pronounced b→f as well as υ ′ = 57± 1→ υ ′′ b→b
transitions located in the high-energy part of the spectrum. The whole spectrum spans a considerably wide spectral region
(12000 cm−1 i.e., approx. 120 nm); it has over 100 extrema and it provides a unique opportunity to perform a simulation
that can serve as a reliable verification of the excited- and (mainly) repulsive part of the ground-state potentials. For the
υ ′ = 57 ± 1 ← υ ′′ = 0 excitation the intense 4th harmonic of a Nd+:YAG laser fundamental frequency was used. The
traces (a) also show a number of Hg atomic lines that are juxtaposed on the recorded spectra. Descriptions of the atomic
transitions [69] are shown above the spectral lines. The influence of the recorded atomic lines on the simulations will be
discussed later.

In the simulation of b→f CID profiles, a BCONT 2.2 program was employed [46]. But, the simulation of the b→b
transitions was similar to that for the E31u → X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra (see Section 5.1); it used the
LEVEL 8.0 program [45] with each of the simulated F–C factors convoluted with a Gauss function corresponding to the
monochromator spectral throughput. It has to be emphasized that, as for the LIF excitation spectra, the simulations were
carried out assuming the full isotopic composition of Hg2. [Note: In order to make the simulation procedure more effective,
a SpectraSim2 program [82] was employed. This is a graphical overlay whose core is based on LEVEL 8.0 and BCONT 2.2
and that makes it possible to use the two programs simultaneously and include the full isotopic composition of Hg2.]
The procedure used in the simulations also assumed a ν3-dependence on the rate of photon emission (i.e., equivalent to
the photomultiplier current) [84]. Since monochromators normally have a pass band with constant ∆λ, it is appropriate
to multiply the F–C factors by ν5 rather than ν3. This changes the relative intensities and shapes of the peaks in the
structured continua, but it does not change the positions of the maxima andminima that constitute the criteria for the ‘best
fit’.

A L-J(n − 6) potential with n = 6.21 [43], R′′e = 3.605 Å [42], and the D′′e = 379.5 cm−1 of this study (and that
was already confirmed in simulations of the E31u ← X10+g , F

30+u ← X10+g , D
31u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectra) was

employed as the X10+g -state representation. What is more, the choice of the L-J(6.21–6) X10+g -state representation was
motivated by: (i) It produced satisfactory b→b profiles in the simulation of the E31u → X10+g (see Fig. 8), (ii) it worked well
in previous simulations of CID patterns in the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum recorded by Koperski et al. using the
G10+u → X10+g transition [43]. Since then, it has been considered an acceptable representation of the repulsive branch of
the Hg2 ground-state potential. For the D31u-state representation, the IPA potential that has worked well in the simulation
of the D31u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectrum was used. With these ground- and excited-state representations we found
that the simulation covers a correct spectral region, but has two flaws: It does not satisfactory reconstruct the high-energy
part of the spectrum (mainly for the b→b transitions) and the simulated extrema do not match those in the experimental
spectrum over the entire spectral range. To overcome the difficulty, it was necessary to slightlymodify the representation of
the D31u-state potential and to employ aMorse functionwith the sameD′e as that of the IPA potential (i.e., 8229.3 cm−1) and
an R′e slightly shifted by 0.044 Å towards larger values (i.e., up to 2.635 Å, smaller by only 0.061 Å from that of the ab-initio
calculations in this study, see Table 2 and Fig. 4 — blue dashed line). Moreover, in order to obtain satisfactory reconstruction
of the experimental LIF dispersed spectrum, it was necessary to change the υ ′ of the emitting vibrational level within the
±1 error margin of the previously measured spectrum [41] (i.e., to υ ′ = 58). As mentioned above, Koperski et al. [41]
recorded their LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum by exciting the emitting υ ′ level of the dimer in the supersonic beam
using the 4th harmonic of a moderately frequency-stable Q-switched Nd+:YAG laser (ν = 37589.66 cm−1 i.e., 266.0306
nm). The relatively intense 4th harmonic frequency also produced a two-photon excitation of the 83S1, 63D1,2,3 and 61D2 Hg
states; these excitations resulted in the appearance of at least 10 atomic lines superimposed on the CID pattern (see Fig. 11).
Consequently, identification of the υ ′, fromwhich the fluorescence was emitted (i.e., counting all extrema in the spectrum),
was somewhat difficult and could result in an indefinite υ ′ (e.g., υ ′ ± 1; this was ultimately accepted).

The resultant simulation of the b→f and b→b parts of LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum recorded using the D31u,
υ ′ = 58→ X10+g transition is presented in the blue curves of Fig. 11, traces (b) and (c), respectively. The simulated b→f CID
profile spans amajority of the spectral region covered by the dispersed fluorescence and shows a satisfactory simulation-to-
experiment agreement except for the part between28000 cm−1 and29500 cm−1; in this part there is a noticeable divergence
between the simulated and experimental extrema (i.e., four experimental maxima are covered by five simulated ones). In
our opinion this is yet another source that can be associated with a υ ′ ± 1 uncertainty in the υ ′-assignment of the D31u,
υ ′ → X10+g fluorescence.
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Fig. 12. (a) LIF excitation spectrum recorded previously [43] (red trace) using the G10+u (61P1)← X10+g transition in Hg2 under the following experimental
conditions: D = 0.3 mm, x = 11 mm, pAr = 1 atm. (b) Simulation [45,47,72] (blue traces) performed assuming for the G10+u -state representation a
potential obtained in this study using an IPA method (see Fig. 5). For the X10+g -state potential a Morse representation with the following parameters:
ω′′e = 19.75 cm−1 , ω′′e x

′′
e = 0.257 cm−1 , R′′e = 3.605Å (see Table 2) was used. The remaining parameters of the simulation: Trot = 5 K, ∆Gauss = 0.1 cm−1 ,

∆Lorentz = 0.7 cm−1 . Vicinities of the υ ′ = 33, 34 and υ ′ = 42, 43 (depicted with gray bars) are shown in insets. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In the vicinity of 37200 cm−1 the b→f profile joins smoothly the envelope of the b→b transitions (see inset in Fig. 11,
dotted vertical line). The approximately 40 cm−1 overlap may possibly be caused by blurring of the high-energy end of the
b→f CID profile due to the full Hg2 isotopic composition included in the simulation. The inset in Fig. 11 also shows the
simulation of the b→b transitions using a Morse representation of the X10+g -state (blue solid line); this proves that it can be
treated equally with the L-J(6.21–6) potential in a description of the repulsive part of the Hg2 ground-state potential well.

In general, despite substantial difficulties in the simulation of the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum recorded using
the D31u, υ ′ = 57± 1→ X10+g transition, the final simulation does present a considerable step forward towards an overall
description of the Hg2 electronic energy structure.

5.3.4. The D31u-state potential energy curve
The D31u-state interatomic potential obtained using the IPA method (blue solid line) and using the simulation of LIF

dispersed fluorescence spectrum (blue dashed line) are presented in Fig. 4 and compared with experimental and ab-initio
calculated potentials of this and other studies. The ab initio interatomic potential of this study (black full circles) has D′e well
depth and R′e equilibrium bond length 128 cm−1 larger and 0.105 Å longer, respectively, than that obtained using the IPA
method. Thush, the D31u-state characterization via the IPA does not depart significantly from the ab-initio result of this study
that is also close to that of Koperski [2] (green dashed line). On the other hand, ab-initio calculated potentials of Kullie [35]
(green full circles) and Czuchaj et al. [24] (red full circles) are shallower, with well depth of the former and latter being approx.
93% and 75% of that from the IPAmethod, respectively. This shows the improvement in the ab initio calculations performed in
this study with respect to those of other theoretical studies [24,35]. In Fig. 4, results of previous experimental investigations
of Zehnacker et al. [37] (brown dashed line) and Koperski et al. [2] (green dashed line) are also shown represented by Morse
functions.

TheD31u-state characteristics obtainedhere are collected in Table 2 and comparedwith results of previous investigations.

5.4. The G10+u ↔ X10+g spectra—modification of the G10+u -state potential

Figs. 12(a) and 13(a) (red traces) show LIF excitation and LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra recorded previously [43] using
the G10+u ← X10+g [Fig. 12(a)] and the G10+u , υ

′
= 39± 2→ X10+g [Fig. 12(b)] transitions; the experimental conditions are

given in the figure captions.
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Fig. 13. LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra recorded previously [43] using the G10+u (61P1), υ
′
= 39 ± 2 → X10+g transition (red traces). The three

experimental traces were detected with increased resolution i.e., for 100, 20 and 10 cm−1 monochromator slit widths, under the following experimental
conditions: D = 0.9 mm (nozzle 15 mm in length), x = 5 mm, pAr = 1 atm. (b) Simulations [45,46,83] (blue traces) performed assuming as representation
of the G10+u state the PEC obtained in this study using an IPA method (see Fig. 5) and L-J(n− 6) X10+g -state representation [see formula (2), with n = 6.21]
with D′′e and R′′e from Table 2, footnote1 and υ ′ = 39 (see also Fig. 6). Spectrum recorded with highest resolution (inset) shows mainly b→b transitions.
For every υ ′ → υ ′′ vibrational component, the simulated F–C factor was plotted (blue dashed bars) assuming a Gauss convolution function with 20 cm−1
(FWHM) (blue dashed line). Simulation of the b→b transitions using a Morse representation for the X10+g -state is also presented (blue solid bars, blue solid
line). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5.4.1. The LIF excitation spectrum
Similarly to the D31u ← X10+g excitation, the spectrum here consists of the υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0 progression with υ ′ spanning

the range fromυ ′ = 25 to 53. In this case, the excitedυ ′ lie in the lower half of theG10+u -state potentialwell i.e., considerably
closer to the bottom of thewell than in the case of the D31u-state potential (see Section 5.3.1). The isotopic structure inmost
of the vibrational components was resolved but not as well as in the case of the D31u ← X10+g spectrum. As emphasized
above (see Section 2.4), the simulation [43] was only for an envelope of the F–C factors distribution (and for only one
isotopologue); it also only included details of the isotopic structure in one vibrational component (υ ′ = 49±2, but, without
the rotational energy structure taken into consideration).

In this study, the simulation [45,47,72] startedby assuming aMorse representation for theG10+u state,withω′e,ω
′
ex
′
e andR′e

determined in twoprevious studies [39,53] (see Table 2) aswell as aMorse representation for theX10+g state thatwas already
exercised in simulations of LIF excitation spectra above. The simulation resulted in a large deviation from the experimental
spectrum. However, the simulations that employed the Morse-potential result of Koperski et al. [43] and Koperski [2] (see
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Table 4
UIPA(R) pointwise interatomic potential of the G0+u (63P1) state in
Hg2 obtained in this review using a method of inverted perturbation
approach (IPA). It reproduces all the 171 experimental energies Eυ′,expt
with a standard deviation of 1.02 cm−1 and with peak deviations
below ±2 cm−1 . In order to interpolate UIPA(R) in the range 1.9 Å ≤
R ≤ 6.7802Å—natural cubic spline through allpoints should be used.
Beyond this point, for R > 6.7802 Å, the formula Ulong−range(R) =
54064.78 (cm−1)− 1.7247× 107/R6 (Å6 cm−1) should be used.

R (Å) UIPA (cm−1)a

1.90 72699.61
2.00 64407.33
2.05 61113.43
2.15 55899.49
2.20 53870.07
2.25 52159.33
2.30 50741.31
2.35 49535.38
2.40 48613.19
2.45 47844.20
2.50 47208.62
2.60 46349.01
2.70 45936.66
2.90 45918.84
3.10 46521.21
3.25 47159.18
3.40 47902.49
3.54 48536.37
3.66 49057.74
3.80 49639.31
3.95 50240.95
4.18 51070.55
4.40 51699.34
4.90 52722.49
5.70 53490.69
6.60 53849.64
7.40 53962.25
8.30 54013.75

a With respect to E = 0 (cm−1) (see Fig. 1).

Table 2) as a representation of the G10+u state, or that resulted from ab-initio calculations of this study (see Fig. 5), provided
better (although not fully satisfactory) agreement between simulated and experimental νυ′,υ′′=0 frequencies.

Consequently, as for the case of the D31u state, the IPA procedure was employed giving an improved and acceptable
result. Application of the IPA procedure to the G10+u state was analogous to that already described in case of the D31u state
(see Section 5.3.2). After several iterations, however, it turned out to be impossible to find a PEC, which reproduced all of the
experimental observations. The experimental data were studied carefully and it was observed that the vibrational spacing
Eυ′−Eυ′+1 showspronounced systematic deviations of up to 2 cm−1 from the expected regular pattern; this points to a strong
perturbation. Indeed, according to theoretical predictions, the Hund’s-case-(c) G10+u state originates from the 1Σ+u (61P) and
3Πu (63P) Hund’s-case-(a) states coupled with the S–O interaction. According to Czuchaj et al. [24] and ab initio calculations
of this study, the crossings in the two Hund’s case (a) interatomic potentials around 48000 cm−1 and 55000 cm−1 (a spectral
region observed in the experiment) are a possible cause of the observed perturbation. Employing the IPA method, the PEC
for the G10+u state was constructed exactly in the same manner as that for the D31u state. Its quality is somewhat worse (a
standard deviation of 1.02 cm−1 with peak deviations ±2 cm−1) due to the expected perturbation. Even so, the resulting
UIPA(R) (see Table 4) appeared to be acceptable andwas used to predict the Eυ′,expt with an accuracy sufficient for comparison
with the Eυ′,calc and for calculation of F–C factors for the whole spectrum recorded previously (see Fig. 12).

The G10+u state PEC obtained using the IPA procedure is shown in Fig. 5 (blue solid line). The comparison of the derived
PEC with that of Koperski et al. [43] and Koperski [2] (for the sake of clarity not shown in Fig. 5) explains the results that
were obtained: In the vicinity of the recorded excitation spectrum (υ ′ = 25–53), the two potentials are close to each other,
but their separation increases as υ ′ increases.

The resulting simulation of the LIF excitation spectrumwith the IPA-obtained representation of the G10+u state potential
and the Morse representation of the X10+g state potential, is shown in Fig. 12(b) and its insets (blue traces). It is reasonable
to state that the simulation-to-experiment agreement is satisfactory both for the νυ′,υ′′=0 frequencies of all isotopologues
as well as for the F–C factors distribution. The reconstruction of the spectrum required Trot and Jmax equal 5 K and 50,
respectively, as well as ∆Gauss = 0.1 cm−1 and ∆Lorentz = 0.7 cm−1. The symmetry of the excited state was assumed to
be 1Σ+u [21].
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5.4.2. The LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra
Fig. 13(a) (red trace) shows the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum recorded using the G10+u → X10+g transition after

excitation of the (m1 + m2) = 400 isotopologue in the υ ′ = 39± 2 [41] vibrational component. It shows an exceptionally
well defined CID pattern, consisting of pronounced b→f transitions as well as υ ′ = 39 ± 2 → υ ′′ b→b transitions that
are located in the high-energy part of the spectrum. For this transition, the emitting level has a υ ′ = 39± 2 that is smaller
than the υ ′ = 57 ± 1 for the level in the D31u → X10+g fluorescence; thus, the entire spectrum for this transition spans a
smaller spectral region (7000 cm−1 i.e., approx. 35 nm). But, is still has almost 80 extrema that can be a reliable verification
and/or corroboration of the excited- and repulsive parts of the ground-state potentials. The LIF fluorescence spectrum was
simulated assuming the full isotopic composition of Hg2, and using a procedure similar to that employed in case of the
D31u → X10+g fluorescence (see Section 5.3.3). The b→f and b→b CID profiles were simulated with the help of a BCONT
2.2 [46], a SpectraSim2 [83] and a LEVEL 8.0 [45] program. The procedure also assumed a ν3-dependence for the rate of
photon emission and assumed a monochromator pass band with a constant ∆λ. In the b→b part, each of the simulated
F–C factors was convoluted with a Gauss function corresponding to the monochromator spectral throughput (20 cm−1
FWHM).

As in the case of simulation of the D31u → X10+g fluorescence, the X10+g state was initially represented by the L-J(6.21–6)
potential with the n = 6.21 [43], R′′e = 3.605 Å [42] and D′′e = 379.5 cm−1 parameters of this study. For the G10+u -state
representation, the IPA potential that worked well in the simulation of the G10+u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectrum was
used. It was found that in order to reconstruct the experimental spectrum, the G10+u -state potential obtained with IPA has
to be slightly shifted in R by +0.028 Å (see Fig. 5—blue dashed line) i.e., towards the larger values, closer to the value of
R′e = 2.845 Å obtained in ab initio calculation in this work. The shift may have an influence only on the υ ′-assignment in the
simulation of the G10+u ← X10+g excitation spectrum, however, well within the error margin determined in Ref. [41] i.e.,
υ ′ ± 2.

The resultant simulation of the b→f and b→b parts of LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum recorded using theG10+u ,υ
′
=

39 → X10+g transition is presented in Fig. 13 (blue traces), traces (b) for b→f and (c) for b→b. The simulated b→f CID
profile that spans almost the entire spectral region covered by the dispersed fluorescence shows a satisfactory simulation-
to-experiment agreement; this confirms the correctness of the assumed G10+u - and X10+g -state representations.

In the vicinity of 48900 cm−1 the b→f profile joins very smoothly the envelope of the b→b transitions (see inset in
Fig. 13, vertical dotted line) with approximately a 35-cm−1 overlap. The latter, as explained in Section 5.3.3, originates from a
blur of the high-energy end of the b→f profile produced by the full isotopic composition of Hg2 that was taken into account.
The inset in Fig. 13 also shows a simulation of the b→b transitions using a Morse representation of the X10+g -state (blue
solid line); this confirms the conclusion from Section 5.3.3 that a Morse function can also represent the Hg2 ground-state
potential well in its repulsive part.

5.4.3. The G10+u -state potential energy curve
In Fig. 5 the G10+u state interatomic potential obtained by using the IPAmethod (blue solid line) and by using a simulation

of LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum (blue dashed line) is comparedwith experimental and ab-initio calculated potentials of
this and other studies. In case of the G10+u state, the agreement between experiment and theory for the PEC is outstanding.
The interatomic potential from the ab-initio calculations in this study (black full circles) has a D′e that is only 36.4 cm−1

smaller and an R′e that is only 0.04 Å longer, than that obtained using the IPAmethod. On the other hand, ab-initio calculated
potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24] (red full circles) and Kullie [35] (green full circles) are shallower; the well depth of the former
and latter being approximately 95% and 81%, respectively, of that obtainedwith the IPAmethod. It proves the unquestionable
superiority of the ab initio calculations performed in this study with respect to those of other theoretical studies [24,35]. In
Fig. 5, the results of previous experimental investigations of Schlauf et al. [39] (brown dashed line), Kedzierski et al. [53] (red
dashed line), are also shown represented by Morse functions.

The G10+u -state characteristics obtained here are collected in Table 2 and compared with results of previous
investigations.

5.5. Interatomic potential of the X10+g ground state

Fig. 6 provides a comparison of the X10+g -state interatomic potential obtained and/or confirmed in this study via sim-
ulations of the E31u ← X10+g (υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0–4), F30+u ← X10+g (υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0–9), D31u ← X10+g (υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0) and
G10+u ← X10+g (υ ′ ← υ ′′ = 0) LIF excitation aswell as the E31u → X10+g (υ ′ = 0–3→ υ ′′), D31u(υ

′
= 57±1)→ X10+g and

G10+u (υ ′ = 39±2)→ X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra. As has already been emphasized, in the region of the poten-
tial well, the Hg2 ground-state potential of this study can be represented by aMorse (blue solid line) or L-J(n−6) (blue dashed
line) function with the following parameters: n = 6.21 [43], R′′e = 3.605 Å [42], β = 1.2377 Å−1 and D′′e = 379.5 cm−1 from
this study. On the other hand, the repulsive branch of the ground-state potential should be represented by the L-J(6.21–6)
function only. Consequently, the conclusion of the previous investigation of Koperski et al. [43] and Koperski [2] has been
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confirmed, and the X10+g -state potentialmay be represented by aMorse-L-J(6.21–6) hybrid or solely by the L-J(6.21–6) func-
tion. [Note: The L-J(6.21–6) function is an adequate representation of the repulsive branch down to approximately 2.25 Å (up
to approximately 12000 cm−1), see Fig. 6, i.e., corresponding to the energy region where the experimental characterization
was performed using the D31u → X10+g spectrum.]

In the case of the X10+g -state PEC (in the potential well region), the ab initio potentials calculated by Dolg and Flad [26]
(gray full circles) and Pahl et al. [36] (blue full circles) provide a very good agreement between experiment (this study) and
theory. Specifically, the D′′e and R′′e are only 0.3 cm−1 shallower and 0.124 Å longer for the Dolg and Flad results, and are
only 12.4 cm−1 deeper and 0.073 Å longer for the Pahl et al. results. The other three ab-initio calculated results of Czuchaj
et al. [24] (red full circles), Kullie [35] (green full circles) and of this study (black full circles) have a well that is too shallow
(Czuchaj et al. and Kullie) or a well that is too deep (this study); this just proves the difficulty associated with the heavy Hg2
system in the ground state (see inset in Fig. 6 for details). The X10+g state calculated in this study does not compare well with
the experimental result, because the CASPT2method is not performingwell in the case of ground states. We have calculated
the ground state within the CASSCF/CASPT2 methodology mainly because we needed a ground state wave function in the
TDMs calculations within the RASSI method. In order to see state of the art ground state calculations the reader is referred
to the works of Pahl et al. [36].

The repulsive branch of the ground-state potential deserves a comment. For the purpose of this review, the repulsive
part of the ground-state potential was characterized over a much larger region than it was done in previous studies [2,43]
(considering both the spectral domain as well as the internuclear separations). The unusually soft repulsion is attributed to
strong induction effects (and a covalent admixture to the bonding) that provide an important contribution to the stabilization
of Hg2 in the electronic ground-state [when using L-J(n − 6) nHg2 = 6.21, whereas for a pure vdW interaction we would
have n = 12, see formula (2)]. The induction effects that were taken into account in a correct manner have a large influence,
among others, on an accurate description of the ground-state bonding and theory-to-experiment agreement as far as the
Hg–Hg interaction is concerned. Comparison of the results of this study [here a degree of repulsion i.e., slope of the repulsive
branch of the L-J(6.21–6) function] with the results of ab initio calculations illustrates a satisfactory agreement with that of
Czuchaj et al. [24] and Kullie [35]; however, the results of Pahl et al. [36] and of this study can also be accepted.

The X10+g -state potential characteristics obtained in this study are collected in Table 2 and compared with results of
previous investigations.

6. Conclusions and summary

6.1. Comparison with ab-initio calculated potentials of this study

Ab initio calculations were performed for the E31u, F30+u , D
31u, and G10+u ungerade excited and the X10+g ground states.

The results are presented in Figs. 2–6 (black full circles) where they are compared with the results calculated by other
investigators [25,35,36] as well as with results from previous experimental studies [2,37–43,53].

For the deepest D31u (Fig. 4) and G10+u (Fig. 5) excited ungerade states the theory-to-experiment agreement is very
good. Specifically, the ab-initio potentials calculated in this study provide potential well depths D′e and equilibrium bond
lengths R′e that are in satisfactory agreementwith the experimental values obtained via re-analysis of previous experimental
findings [40–43] (see Table 2). For the shallower E31u (Fig. 2) and F30+u (Fig. 3) states the theory-to-experiment agreement
is not as good as for the D31u and G10+u . However, the agreement is much better than for the ab initio potentials of Czuchaj
et al. [24] or Kullie [35]; the ab initio potentials of this study are closest to the experimental ones.

Due to the CASPT2 treatment (see Section 5.5) of the X10+g ground state (Fig. 6), its ab-initio calculated potential in this
study is approximately 1.5 times deeper than the experimental one, and the theory-to-experiment agreement is worse than
with the potentials of Czuchaj et al. [24]. However, up to the present, the potential of Dolg and Flad [26] that was obtained
from variational and pure diffusion quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations is the best X0+g -state theoretical potential
as far as the theory-to-experiment agreement is concerned (this statement concerns the potential well; the comparison
considering the repulsive branch was presented in Section 5.5). Pahl et al. [36] recently published a potential that provides
a very good theory-to-experiment agreement in the region of the potential well; their potential is a result of coupled cluster
singles and doubles correlation (CCSD(T)) calculations at the complete basis set (CBS) limit. As concluded by Pahlet al., ‘‘for
an even more accurate determination of D′′e , the full triple and quadruple contributions need to be included with the use of
larger basis sets, together perhaps with a full relativistic treatment’’.

With respect to the results of Czuchaj et al. [24], the real improvement in ab initio calculations performed in this study for
excited ungerade states of Hg2 is due to better description of the electron correlations within the scheme of the all-electron
Douglas–Kroll CASSCF/CASPT2/RASSI calculations. This should be considered as a real step towards description as precise
as possible of the Hg–Hg interaction in the excited electronic energy states.

As for the Kullie calculations [35], they can only be considered as acceptable for the D31u state; they lead to a well that is
too shallow for the E31u and G10+u states, and surprisingly, is also too shallow for the F30+u and X10+g states. As was clearly
explained by the author [35], the unusually shallow interatomic potentials were calculated for the shallowest potentials
analyzed in the study [Kullie’s potentials have: D′e(F

30+u ) = 41 cm−1 and D′′e (X
10+g ) = 92.8 cm−1]. The reason is that

for a shallow interatomic potential (i.e., for a very weakly bound state), the interatomic interaction is mainly a dispersion
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interaction, and the density functional (DFT) or time dependent (TD) DFT can hardly deal with the interaction [O. Kullie,
personal communication]. This is in contrast to covalently or strongly bound states (e.g., the E31u, D31u and G10+u excited
states) for which, the range-separated DFT was originally developed to improve the performance of DFT while dealing
with the dispersion interaction. Note, the range-separated DFT is like the hybrid long-range corrected exchange–correlation
functional CAM-B3LYP [88] used by Kullie. The CAM-B3LYP was found to be better than a pure DFT approximation but it
still needs improvement in what is an ongoing research topic on DFT.

6.2. Summary—realization of the objective

The objective of this review formulated in Section 3, was realized in full; specific points are the following:

(1) New ab initio calculations of the E31u(63P2)-, F30+u (63P1)-, D31u(63P1)- and G10+u (61P1)- lowest excited ungerade state
interatomic potentials of a heavy vdW molecule Hg2 were performed in order to improve the theory-to-experiment
agreement. Indeed, a significant improvement and increased agreement with the experimental interatomic potentials
was achieved as compared to the earlier calculations of Czuchaj et al. [24] and to the very recent calculations of
Kullie [35].

(2) Previously recorded [40–43] LIF excitation and LIF dispersed fluorescence experimental spectra were revisited and their
simulations were performed employing the LEVEL 8.0 [45], BCONT 2.2 [46] and PGOPHER 8.0 [47] programs, as well as
the LEVEL-to-PGOPHER [72] and SpectraSim2 [83] procedures. The full isotopic composition of Hg2 [42], as well as the
rotational energy structure of its transitions was taken into account. The results include:
(a) The D31u ← X10+g and G10+u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectra that span large spectral regions were simulated for the

first time as a whole including their isotopic structure.
(b) The E31u ← X10+g and F30+u ← X10+g LIF excitation spectra were reinterpreted; they provide new information on

υ ′′max, Trot and Tvib in the supersonic beam.
(c) The D31u → X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence spectrum was analyzed for the first time; the result is an extension of

the characterization of the repulsive branch for the ground-state potential up to 12000 cm−1 above the dissociation
limit.

(d) Simulations of the E31u → X10+g and G10+u → X10+g LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra were modified providing a
more reliable characterization of the electronic energy states involved in the transitions.

(3) New analytical representations of the Hg2 lowest excited ungerade-state potentials, i.e. Morse, or ground-state
potentials, i.e. L-J(n−6), were obtained. For the D31u and G10+u electronic states the new representations were obtained
using an inverted perturbation approach (IPA) [44].

(4) A comparison of the new ab initio calculated potentials with results of new analyses aswell as other ab initio calculations
was performed. The comparison illustrates an improved theoretical and experimental characterization of the lowest
excited ungerade- and ground-state potentials of Hg2.

To conclude this review, we point out several additional observations.
The characterization of the excited- and ground-state interatomic potentials depends (i) on experimental data that

was recorded using LIF excitation and/or LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra for specified molecular transitions; and (ii)
on specified procedures that were employed to determine the PEC.

For the LIF excitation spectra, the relative position of the excited- and ground-state PECs defines an overlap of the upper-
and lower-level wavefunctions. This, in turn, specifies the range of the υ ′ and υ ′′ vibrational levels in the excited- and
ground-states for which the spectra are recorded. Consequently, the analytical functions for PECs are reliably determined
between these υ ′ and υ ′′ (see Figs. 2–6). In this study, Morse and L-J(n − 6) functions were used. For other energy regions
corresponding to the remaining υ ′ and υ ′′, the shape of the PECs is only an extrapolation. It is well known [2] that the
extrapolation works better when approaching the R′e equilibrium bond length (i.e., at the bottom of the potential well)
rather than in the long-range branch (R ≫ R′e). Recently, a Morse-long-range modification of a Morse potential has been
proposed [89]; it worked well for ground-state representations of N2 [89], Ca2 [90] and Li2 [91], as well as for excited states
of Li2 [91] and KLi [92]. In order to determine a shape of a PEC using the same set of experimental data, the situation is better
if one employs an inverse perturbation approach (IPA). This method provides an entire PEC; however, to successfully use
the IPA, a sufficiently large set of data is needed i.e., at least a few tens of transition energies must be measured (see LIF
excitation spectra recorded using the D31u ← X10+g and G10+u ← X10+g transitions— Figs. 10 and 12).

For the LIF dispersed fluorescence spectra, it is obvious that the more extended the spectrum the better (see examples
of the D31u → X10+g and G10+u ← X10+g spectra in Figs. 11 and 13, respectively). Specifically, a characterization of the
repulsive part of the ground-state potential is obtained for the largest achievable energy region. In this study, the ground-
state repulsive branch up to 12000 cm−1 above the dissociation limit was determined (see Fig. 6) via simulation of the most
spectroscopically extended D31u → X10+g spectrum.

Despite the fact that for the purpose of this review transition dipole moments (TDM) were calculated vs. R (see upper
part of Fig. 1), they were not used in the simulations. The reason was that they were the result of ab initio calculations
and constituted an approximation of the real TDMs. If we had decided to include the TDM(R) into the simulation it would
be necessary to treat it as simulation parameter and adjust it in order to obtain satisfactory simulation-to-experiment
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Fig. 14. (a) Simulation [47] of a band-head of the (υ ′, υ ′′) = (56, 0) band of the D31u(63P1) ← X10+g electronic transition in the 398Hg2 (black trace).
The D31u state is represented by PEC obtained using IPA while the X10+g state by a Morse representation with ω′′e = 19.75 cm−1 , ω′′e x

′′
e = 0.257 cm−1 ,

R′′e = 3.605 Å; remaining simulation parameters:∆Lorentz = 30MHz,∆Gauss = 30MHz and Trot = 3.3 K; (b) and (c) show the simulation for the 198Hg200Hg
(4.61% abundance, blue trace) and (199Hg)2 (2.85% abundance, red trace) isotopologues, respectively. The J ′odd ← J ′′even transitions belonging to P-branch in
the (199Hg)2 (the J ′ − J ′′ candidates for the first step in SSSRT passage) are depicted above the corresponding spectral lines in (c) and dashed guiding lines
in (a). Transitions in the 196Hg202Hg (0.09% abundance) are not shown as they start at 37591.77 cm−1 . (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

agreement. It is well known that in the majority of cases (also in analyses presented in this study), the adjusted parameter
is ∆Re = R′e − R′′e (sometimes also ωe or ωexe). Also including, for example TDM(R), would make the simulation practically
unfeasible. The TDMs serve here to provide information on the relative intensities of the transitions being studied. As can be
seen in Fig. 1, the TDM2 (which refers to an actual intensity of the transition between ground and excited electronic energy
states) may vary (in arbitrary units) between 0 and 0.5 for the F30+u−X

10+g transitions, between 0 and 2 for the G10+u−X
10+g

transitions, between 0 and 6 × 10−5 for the D31u → X10+g transitions, and between 0 and 10−7 for the E31u → X10+g
transitions.

6.3. Recommendations for the EPR Hg-atom-pairs experiment [14]

As mentioned in the Introduction (Section 1), one of the applications of a supersonic expansion beam of diatomic
molecules is associated with fundamental tests of quantum mechanics, i.e., tests of Bell’s inequality [93] using particles
(atoms) with a rest mass. Specifically, it involves the creation of a quantum entanglement between the atoms produced
via dissociation of a diatomic molecule. In 1995 Fry et al. [14] proposed a loophole-free experimental realization of Bohm’s
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spin-1/2 particle version of the Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) experiment. For a more detailed discussion, the reader is
referred to Refs. [14,94]. [Note: Previously, Lo and Shimony [95] had proposed an EPR experiment with Na2 molecules.]

In Fry’s proposal, a controlled photo-dissociation of amolecular diatomic isotopologue of Hg2 [i.e., (199Hg)2] is the critical
initial step to create two 199Hg atoms in an entangled nuclear spin state. Basically, a (199Hg)2 dimer in the ground state in a
supersonic beam is dissociated using a spectroscopically selective stimulated Raman transition (SSSRT). The resulting two
199Hg atoms are in the 61S0 ground state and each has a nuclear spin I = 1/2, but they are in an entangled state with total
nuclear spin zero. In the first step of the SSSRT, the (199Hg)2 are selectively excited at a carefully chosen rotational transition
using a laser at approx. 266 nm (i.e., 37582 cm−1, see Figs. 1 and 10); then, they are photo-dissociated in the second step
of the SSSRT using a laser at approximately 355 nm (see Fig. 1). According to the proposal, the first-step excitation takes
place within the P-branch at the J ′ = 9 ← J ′′ = 10 transition in the υ ′ = 57 ← υ ′′ = 0 band of the D31u ← X10+g
electronic transition. The second step is a stimulated D31u → X10+g transition from the (υ ′ = 57, J ′ = 9) ro-vibrational
level directly to the repulsive (auto-dissociating) part of the X10+g -state potential (see Fig. 1); the result is the creation of a
pair of 199Hg atoms in the ground state with entangled nuclear spins. In the laboratory frame, as a consequence of the initial
velocity of the (199Hg)2 molecules in the beam, the 199Hg atoms separate at different angles and arrive at suitably located
separate analyzers/detectors. Themeasurement of nuclear spin correlations between the two 199Hg in the entangled state is
achieved by detection of the Hg atoms (viaHg+ and e−) using a spin state selective two-photon excitation–ionization (TPEI)
scheme [14,16].

In the first-step of the SSSRT, it is crucial to selectively excite only one J ′ level in a single P-branch of the J ′ ← J ′′ transition.
This requires a spectrally-narrow excitation laser and a J ′ ← J ′′ transition that is spectrally well separated from transitions
belonging to other rotational branches as well as from those transitions occurring in different Hg2 isotopologues [note that
398Hg2 includes the dimer (199Hg)2 as well as the dimers 196Hg202Hg and 198Hg200Hg].

In order to simulate the rotational structure of the selected υ ′ = 57 ← υ ′′ = 0 vibrational band, Fry’s proposal [14]
uses experimental data related to spectroscopy of Hg2 molecules performed before 1994. Consequently, it employs a Morse
representation for the D31u- and X10+g -state interatomic potentials with the parameters from Refs. [37,38] (see Table 2);
this was also done in the previous study of rotational profiles of the (57, 0) band in the D31u ← X10+g transition [42].
However, as a result of the study, we recommend the D31u-state PEC obtained using IPA (see Table 3); it constitutes the
best up-to-date D31u-state representation and the most reliable simulation of the LIF excitation spectrum recorded using
the D31u ← X10+g transition. In support of this statement, the rotational profiles previously recorded by Koperski et al. [42]
have been simulated using UIPA(R) as a representation of the D31u-state potential. It was found that in order to ensure the
best simulation, the original assignment [42] has to be changed for υ ′ = 56, i.e. changed by −1, within the υ ′ = 57 ± 1
error bar the was claimed in Ref. [42]. Consequently, the Bυ′=56 rotational constants obtained as a result of the simulation
for the most abundant A1HgA2Hg isotopologues in each A1+A2Hg2 mass combination are collected in Table 2 where they are
compared with those obtained previously.

Fig. 14 shows a simulation [47] of a band-head of theυ ′ = 56← υ ′′ = 0 band of theD31u(63P1)← X10+g electronic tran-
sition in 398Hg2 (trace (a), black line);Morse and IPA potentialswere used to represent the X10+g andD31u states, respectively.
Fig. 14 presents the simulation for the twomost abundant isotopologues in 398Hg2: 198Hg200Hg (4.61% abundance, trace (b),
blue line) and (199Hg)2 (2.85% abundance, trace (c), red line). In the latter, the J ′odd ← J ′′even transitions that belong to the
P-branch are considered as candidates for the first step in the SSSRT passage; they have the required symmetry of the initial
and final states [14], and their J ′odd ← J ′′even values are depicted above the corresponding lines. The significance of a repre-
sentation for the D31u state that is different from the representation in Ref. [14] is noticeable when comparing Fig. 14 with
Fig. 3 of Ref. [14]. Here, except for the J ′ = 5 ← J ′′ = 6 transition, the P-branch J ′odd ← J ′′even transitions in (199Hg)2 are
not sufficiently intense, they are too spectrally dense or they are juxtaposed with those of the most abundant 198Hg200Hg;
this limits the possibilities for a realization of the first-step transition in the SSSRT passage to perhaps the J ′ = 5← J ′′ = 6
transition (instead of the J ′ = 9← J ′ = 10 proposed in Ref. [14]). The J ′ = 5← J ′′ = 6 transition is depicted in Fig. 14(a)
with an asterisk.
SUPPLEMENTING DATA

All ab-initio results: (i) interatomic potentials of Hg2 and (ii) electronic transition dipole moments (TDM) obtained for
the purpose of this review are available in http://iftia9.univ.gda.pl/~kroch/potentials.html.
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